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www.CannabisCactus.com

@CannabisCactus

Put your business on the map!
Cactus@cannabiscactus.com

justblaze smoke emporium
1001 E Camelback Rd
Phoenix, AZ 85014
(602) 252-4228

mention “cannabis cactus”

Get 15% off

Triton smoke shop
1140 N. Higley , Ste 106
Mesa, Arizona 85205
(480) 274-3303

Delivery Available
Through Postmates

Its All Goodz
933 E University Dr
Tempe, AZ 85281
(480) 921-7473

With Purchase*1 per person

Free Blunt Wrap
or 20% off Glass

HANA MEDS
2095 E Northern Ave
Kingman, AZ 86409
(928) 692-0000

1732 W Commerce Point Place
Green Valley, AZ 85614
(520) 289-8030

Paraphernalia boutique
4234 W Dunlap Ave
Phoenix, AZ 85051
(623) 939-4787

$5 off purchase 
of $25 or more

The Mint Dispensary
5210 S. Priest Dr
Tempe, AZ 85283
(928) 692-0000

first time patient at The Mint
Free Pipe + Free Lanyard

+ Choice of free gift

Local Joint
4201 E. University Dr.
Phoenix, AZ 85034
(602) 437-1645

Debbie’s Dispensary
20224 North 27th Avenue
Phoenix, AZ 85027
(833) 332-2437

20340 N. Lake Pleasant Rd.
Peoria, AZ 85382
(833) 332-2437

Sol Flower Dispensary
1322 N. McClintock
Tempe, AZ 85281
(480) 795-6363

13650 N. 99th Ave.
Sun City, AZ 85351
(623) 246-8080

Sea of Green Grow Supplies
1828 E University Dr #11, 
Tempe, AZ 85281
(480) 967-2045

Herb ‘N Legend Smokeshop
5950 W McDowell Rd, #104 
Phoenix, AZ 85035
(602) 710-1987

Oasis Cannabis Dispensary
17006 S Weber Dr,
Chandler, AZ, 85226
(480) 626-7333

26427 S Arizona Ave, 
Chandler, AZ 85248
(602) 903-3665

6676 W Bell Rd
Glendale, AZ, 85308
(623) 295-1788

Nature’s Medicines
2439 W McDowell Rd
Phoenix, AZ 85009
(480) 420-3145

$59 prepackaged ½ oz 
rotating flavors daily

16913 E. Enterprise Dr.
Fountain Hills, AZ 85268
(480) 420-3135

Territory Dispensary
7200 W Chandler Blvd Ste 7
Chandler, AZ 85226
(480) 636-8032

5409 S Power Rd.
Mesa, AZ 85212
(480) 307-6880

sign up for
daily text specials

Nirvana Center
2 North 35th Avenue
Phoenix, AZ 85009
(602) 730-3236

2330 North 75th Ave. #111
Phoenix, AZ 85305
(602) 786-7988

2715 S. Hardy Dr.
Tempe, AZ 85282
(480) 378-6917
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In an effort to curb cartel activity and increase legal tax revenues, 
Mexico is on track to fully legalize adult use cannabis by early 
2021, becoming the third country to federally allow recreational 
use after Uruguay and Canada. The senate has approved the bill, 
and the house is expected to approve with no problem. With an 
estimated 88 million consumers in their market, Mexicans will 
be allowed to purchase, possess and cultivate cannabis in their 
own home without fear of federal penalties. Opponents believe 
that legalization will have a minimal effect on the cartel’s business 
as cannabis has been slowly phased out of their business model. 
Either way, Mexico is ready to become the world’s largest market.

Many cannabis enthusiasts celebrated the passing of the MORE 
Act by the House of Rep recently, but failed to remember that in 
order to become law, the act must also pass the senate. In the 
words of Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell, there is “less 
than a snowball’s chance” of that happening. As the Senate hasn’t 
voted on the MORE Act, it will become void as of January 3rd, 
meaning it will have to be reintroduced by the House at a later 
time. The MORE Act aims to legalize cannabis by removing it from 
the Controlled Substances Act as well as removing barriers for 
research and conducting business. Proponents of the Act have 
long accepted that its chances of passing both the House and 
Senate remain low, but chose to follow through anyway, largely 
as a symbolic gesture, both to the population as well as the 
incoming administration. Biden has promised to legalize cannabis 
at the federal level, though he has no power to do so. His only 
way of supporting legalization is to not veto any bill or act that is 
approved by Congress, something that Democrats expect of him. 
The House seems to have taken him seriously, and has taken its 
first steps in normalizing the vote for cannabis. The United Nations 
Commission on Narcotic Drugs has already removed cannabis 
from its schedule of dangerous drugs. With estimated sales of 
cannabis topping $19B in the US, it’s time for lawmakers to take 
a closer look at legalization at the federal level, proponents argue. 
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MEXICO SET TO 
LEGALIZE IN FEB 2021 WASHINTON DC 

PRICES DOUBLE ARIZONA
Washington, D.C. has the highest price for legal cannabis of 
anywhere in the nation, more than double that of Arizona. A gram 
of cannabis will cost you on average $18, while an eighth comes 
in at around $55. Many older consumers might recognize those 
prices as the standard black market price from ~20+ years ago, 
but most modern day consumers have never seen such expensive 
cannabis. We found an eighth of shake available for $25, and a half 
gram cartridge for $55. Next time you find yourself complaining 
about the high prices of legal cannabis, thank your lucky stars 
you’re not in the nation’s capital.

Israeli justice minister announced that the country will begin to 
establish a plan to legalize adult use of cannabis to take effect 
as soon as the end of 2021. Their model would be based on 
that of Canada, but will not allow for home cultivation. Israel is 
already a world leader in cannabis research and tech, federal adult 
use legalization would maintain Israel’s premiere status on the 
cannabis world stage. As in other legal markets, lawmakers don’t 
plan on allowing public consumption. Unlike their counterparts, 
they will continue to ban any advertising associated with cannabis. 
Cannabis has been decriminalized since 2017, but proponents of 
full legalization are worried that the black market is more attractive 
to consumers than the medical market available, even for patients.

ISRAEL ON TRACK
TO LEGALIZE 
RECREATIONAL CANNABIS

MORE ACT JUST A 
SYMBOLIC GESTURE

IMAGE CREDIT/@olianayda

HIGH PRICES DRIVE 
BLACK MARKET

Proponents of legalization have long argued that 
a growing legal cannabis market would decrease the size of the 
black market, which they argue is responsible for many problems 
in our society, from poverty, incarceration and even death. 
Their idea is simple, make cannabis legal and sell it in a pretty, 
comfortable store and the consumers will stop shopping in back 
alleys. However, the actual consequences of legalization aren’t so 
cut and dry. Research shows an increase in black market sales of 
cannabis in 2020, mainly due to rising prices in the legal market 
coupled with a lack of consistency in the product. We reached out 
to local cannabis consumers (names have been changed) to ask 
them why they continue to shop on the black market, rather than 
in licensed dispensaries. “The price is just higher in the dispensary,” 
said Jimmy, “I can buy a half ounce of pretty good flower for $100 
from my local dealer, and if I break out a few grams for my friends, 
I can get my price down even further.” His friend Johnny told us 
that he prefers “buying from a person that I know, rather than a 
faceless corporation, I don’t trust them.” This sentiment is shared 
by many of the people we spoke with, they view the local dealer 
as a mom & pop shop and the dispensary as a corporate giant 
coming in to destroy the community. This isn’t the only reason, 
Jenny told us that she trusts the quality of the black market more 
than the dispensaries, “My dealer knows what I like and it feels 
personal, whenever he gets something good he lets me know that 
I should take extra, or if it’s not great, he warns me not to stock 
up. On top of that, if I’m ever unhappy with the product, he usually 
goes out of his way to make it up to me, which never happens 
at the dispensary. I’ve been buying this way for over a decade, I 
can’t imagine losing that service and being forced to shop at a 
dispensary. I feel like my dealer actually appreciates my business.”

33% OF ALL 
AMERICANS 

HAVE LEGAL 
ACCESS TO 
CANNABIS

PRODUCTS
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This past year we have all needed a bit of extra courage, heart and extra dab of oil! Thank you for following 
us down the yellow brick road this past year! We are still in quarantine limbo, living an alternate covid reality 
for a few months longer, until the vaccine can be widely administered. 

New Year’s Resolutions are mostly out the window this year, as we continue adapting to the new normal 
of pandemic life. We always called cannabis the “new normal” but it’s covid currently. We are approaching 
12 months of “unprecedented times” that have seen countless deaths throughout our nation and the globe. 
Vaccine doses are being distributed in record numbers but results will take more time to trickle down due 
to supply and the two dose administrations.

In the meantime, we will continue to live as cheerfully as possible and welcome each day with a smile. I still 
challenge you to make new goals and dreams for this year. We hope that your family is starting 2021 safe 
and sound and full of good health and cheer!

Our Cannabis Cactus team is launching new projects for 2021 and you can keep up with all of our activities 
on the Cannabis Cactus App and always at cannabiscactus.com. Our publication will continue to be 
#AlwaysFreeNeverPrickly throughout the state of Arizona as well as many new cities across the country.

New Digital Features:

---> Check out the Cactus Connect section on our app where you can post your home grow and receive 
real time advice from some of our best grower friends in the industry. Our experts are creating a grow 
curriculum to fit any size home space and budget.

---> Check out our Giveaways section under the COMMUNITY Tab, where prizes include cash, glass, swag, 
clothes, cannabis and so much more. You can also see a list of all the past winners who have cashed in on 
big prizes such as $250 Cash - Tiffany Baldwin, TerpKooler- Crystal Garcia, Shango Cannabis 1/4th Flower- 
Diego Romero and Blay Susan Winner, Billy Schmidt. These are just a few of the amazing prizes and winners.

Enjoy our APP content 24/7 and let us know how we can continue to better serve our cannabis community.

Mike Cassini
@editorincheef

The Wonderful Wizard of AZ
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So I met two guys Tyler and Jesse in a local shop not very long ago. 
As a matter of fact, I met them in April of 2019. We just chopped 
it up, talked a bit of glass. I bought what I went in the shop for and 
exchanged IG handles and just started following them. Little did 
I know I met these guys at the beginning of their heady journey, 
it's funny because that’s about the same time I got into collecting 
heady glass. But in such a short time these two dudes came such 
a long way and formed their online heady glass and art business. 

Tyler and Jesse are Weird Flex Glass and have the most amazing 
collection of glass that I have personally ever seen. These two 
dudes bought a heady rig each and basically just knew this is 
what they wanted to do. The first American piece Tyler owned 
was a FrostysFresh colab he bought in January of 2019, just a 
month later Jesse bought a Glassfinger Studios and it all began. 
The Following month on March 9th of 2019, Weird Flex Glass was 
born. In April they hit their first sesh, a Mothership drop hosted by 
@sirhigh. They were on a roll but it didn’t stop there. They wanted 
to see more art but more importantly wanted to put more art 
out into the community. So with connections they made through 
working in some shops and meeting local artists at events they 
started selling glass.

The first drop they scooped was from Friday Glass and they just 
did not stop collecting heat, selling dope art and traveling back and 
forth between AZ and southern California. The boys at Weird Flex 
started going to the Los Angeles and surrounding areas meeting 
with other collectors and owners of shops that sold heady glass 
and hosted heady events. They just kept trying to meet as many 
people as they could which they still are doing. In a business with 
so many great artists and pieces of art and endless collectors I 
guess the goal is to never stop meeting people. So from their first 
drop they have built quite a collection and have many Artists such 
as Darby Holm, Eusheen, Shuhbuh, Sovereignty Glass and many 
more. 

On my visit, I actually had the pleasure of ripping my first ever 
Sovereignty tube packed with some Biscotti from Connected 
Arizona, which I must say was quite tasty, but that rip was so 
smooth I see why Sov Tubes are highly sought after. I'm not much 
of a drinker, but they hooked it up with a smoothie ale that was 
quite tasty but what I was especially fond of was the live hash 
rosin they let me hit, but even more so the rig. The Darby Holm 
and Eusheen Collab that they let me dab some super dank Papaya 
by Kured Extracts out of is absolutely beautiful, I swear I could 
probably stare at that thing all day. I can honestly say this was my 
first time hitting 120 dollar hash out of a 45,000 dollar rig, but 
most definitely will not be my last.

I don’t say that because I’m confident or I’m writing this up for them but because meeting 
with them and with all the hospitality they showed me these are genuinely great dudes. 
When we first started the interview I mentioned I had a fascination with terp pearls and 
had been slacking on getting some from a local artist Steve H. Glass that I’m a fan of and 
before I left Jesse handed me a UV reactive pearl set by the very talented Steve H. The 
guys also let me know about something really cool they're doing to help the family of a 
friend that passed away who was a huge collector and really big in the heady scene that 
you should still go follow @tonytokestoomuch. 

Weird Flex Glass is helping the Family of Tony @tonytokestoomuchfam sell some old 
pieces to help make room for new additions to their insane collection. They will help 
anyone sell a piece of art and put it on their consignment shelf for just 10 percent of 
the price it's sold at, if it's not sold and you want your piece back, you will get it back in 
better condition than you left it in. Tyler told me no matter what, that is something he will 
always do and with their hospitality and generosity I believe it 1,000 percent. They also 
gave me a pack of @proswabs to help keep my bangers clean so you know the glass is 
always clean over at Weird Flex. 

With all that being said and this being a local business run by two guys who love heady 
glass and good hash, let’s celebrate the passing of prop 207 by supporting their business. 
If you’re a collector, hit them up for glass. Need to keep your glass clean, hit them up for 
some Pro Swabs. If you have those two covered and you’re local, hit them up. They might 
even be down to sesh and if you haven’t seen how the boys sesh then you need to go 
follow @weirdflexglass and @ryandoesdabs. If you're not local, hit them up still, they ship 
to all 50 states and can probably still find you just about anything in the glass game. So 
I’d like to thank Tyler @wfg.pugs and Jesse @nowind_row for their gifts and hospitality, 
it was truly an honor. Definitely go give their accounts a follow and I’d like to thank Ryan 
@ryandoesdabs for his contributions with the pictures and just making cool content for 
us all to enjoy and share. Let's have a Hashy 2021 everyone, Peace!

Weird Flex
Glass

@weirdflexglassPhotos by @ryandoesdabs

by Arturo Delgado

or... how to spend 
50k on heady glass

& feel good about it

Eusheen & Darby Holm collab
$45,000

11#cannabiscactus
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Kelly Mahoney worked at a medical cannabis Co-op with her mother, Laura Mastropietro, helping new patients acquire their medical cards 
and advising on strains and methods. Diagnosed at a young age with spinal muscular atrophy, she is a medical cannabis patient and 
advocates for the incredible benefits, and downright fun, of cannabis. She now lives in a prohibition state as a cat mom and gamer wife.

Cannabis & 
Depression & 
Anxiety, Oh My!

It's taken me a long time to actually sit down and write my 
article this month. That's not necessarily unusual for me. I'm a 
procrastinator and I have a tendency to wait until the last possible 
minute to get things done, but this month was different. Every time 
I sat down to do research or start writing, I was overwhelmed. 
No feeling in particular that I could put my finger on, but an 
overwhelming feeling that drives me away from accomplishing 
anything productive. 2020 was a long, hard year for everyone I've 
talked to. Nothing has really changed except the date and that, too, 
is a bummer. With all this going on in my brain I thought, why not 
use this lack of motivation as inspiration? 

I have no official diagnosis. As a matter of fact, I haven’t been 
to a mental healthcare professional ever as an adult. It’s not 
something I’m proud of, but medical healthcare is an entirely 
different conversation. The reason I’m mentioning this is because, 
say it with me now, I am not a doctor and my goal isn’t to try 
and diagnose myself or others. What I know is that I have been 
struggling this month and I wanted to take that, spin it around 
and educate myself and others about cannabis & depression & 
anxiety (oh my).

You might be thinking, “Kelly, what the hell? Why would you write 
an article about depression and anxiety at the beginning of this 
bright and shiny new year, you buzz kill?” And I would answer, why 
not? Cannabis is a big part of my life, and I imagine if you are 
taking the time out of your day to read our wonderful cannabis 
literature, it’s a fairly important part of your life as well. We know 
that cannabis has incredible medicinal properties, so why not do 
our best to understand how and why that impacts our mental 
health as well as our physical health? 

What I’m going to tell you might be shocking, but when it 
comes to cannabis, anxiety, depression and science, we 
don’t know much. We’re still in the early stages of a more 
advanced scientific understanding of cannabis; thanks to 
long standing prohibitions in the US that have made it 
nearly impossible to perform accurate, scientific studies.

There seems to be a collective shrug of “we dunno” in 
the scientific community regarding cannabis, anxiety and 
depression, and I believe it’s because all three of those 
things can be incredibly subjective. In my experience, no 
two cannabis users have exactly the same feelings or 
effects from cannabis. Though the experiences may be 
very similar, what may have been a pain relieving miracle 
strain for one person might be mainly a sleep aid for 
someone else. That doesn’t mean the person in pain isn’t 
sleepy when they use that strain, it’s just not the main 
benefit.

This seems to be the case with cannabis, depression and 
anxiety as well. Studies have yet to find that cannabis 
causes or increases depression and anxiety, and 
according to Daniel K. Hall-Flavin, M.D., “Marijuana[sic] 
use and depression accompany each other more often 
than you might expect by chance, but there's no clear 
evidence that marijuana directly causes depression.” This 
seems to be the case for anxiety as well. 

A survey performed between 1998 and 2000 involving 
8,598 Swedish men and women aged 20-64 sought to 
find out if cannabis use increased the risk of depression 
and anxiety. From what I can gather, this seems to be 
a difficult task due to something called the “direction of 
causality”, that basically means “which came first, the 
depression/anxiety or the cannabis?” They found no 
increased risk of depression and anxiety with cannabis 
use at follow-up as well as “no associations between 
depression/anxiety and cannabis use onset”.

With all that said, there are a few things that seem to 
ring true for cannabis use, depression and anxiety, and 
we can use these as a guideline.

Why? Are You Trying 
to Make Us More Sad?

What We Know

by Kelly Mahoney

Experiences
If you use cannabis with other people, it’s likely you or someone 
you know has encountered anxiety that is, or appears to be, linked 
to cannabis consumption. Even I have had a few experiences 
where I’m feeling particularly anxious and the only thing that I 
could think was causing it was a certain strain I hadn’t tried before. 
Speaking from personal experience, my anxiety manifests mostly 
physically. My heart starts pounding, my hands sweat, I have a 
hard time sitting still. Sometimes I get paranoid, checking and 
double checking door locks or making sure every noise I hear isn’t 
a murderer. Now, because both my cannabis intake and anxiety 
have increased quite a bit over the last ten years, I can’t pick out 
one over the other as the primary culprit. It wouldn’t be fair. 

What I can say, however, is that I have noticed that when my 
cannabis intake decreases, my anxiety symptoms increase. I have 
found that cannabis consumption helps with my social anxiety, 
or with things like calling the bank or going to the store. This 
doesn’t mean that when I use cannabis that my anxiety is cured, 
just that the symptoms that seem to impact my life the most are 
decreased enough for me to function a little more normally. It also 
doesn’t mean I don’t have bad days; I do, and sometimes, nothing 
seems to help. 

Depression, on the other hand, is something that I feel is deeply 
personal and, as far as I’m aware, not something I deal with. What 
I don’t want to do in this article is make sweeping generalizations 
about depression or anxiety, rather to talk about my experiences 
and what we know in regards to science, and my experience with 
depression is limited. Because my personal experience is so 
limited, I want to keep this part short; if you or someone you know 
struggles with depression and has found cannabis to be a useful 
tool, I am so glad. If you are comfortable sharing your story with 
us, please send an email to cactus@cannabiscactus.com.

What to Do

Back to Basics

First things first; please consult your doctor if you are on any prescribed 
medication for depression and/or anxiety. There is not much research on 
the interplay between anxiety medications and cannabis, and cannabis may 
increase adverse side effects associated with certain medications. 

While the general scientific consensus is inconclusive, there is strong 
evidence that your endocannabinoid system (ECS) plays an important 
role in stress response and mood regulation. Your body naturally produces 
endocannabinoids, which interact with your ECS, to help regulate a number 
of your body's functions. When this production gets out of whack, the 
cannabinoids in cannabis step in. There are a large number of cannabinoid 
receptors located in the prefrontal cortex, parts of the amygdala and the 
hippocampus, all parts of the brain associated with anxiety processing. This 
suggests that cannabis compounds at certain dosages may help regulate 
our brain’s response to stressful stimuli, thus providing a type of treatment 
for anxiety, however further research is needed. 

Finding a strain for this particular purpose can be tricky, but the general idea, 
at least for anxiety, is that a higher CBD content is going to give you better 
relief. Fortunately, we live in an age where we can ask our local budtender or 
hop on the internet. We may not yet understand how or why, but at the very 
least, we as cannabis consumers have been telling each other which strain 
has helped us with what and compiling that data. That doesn’t mean it will 
be perfect for you right away, but it’s a good place to start. 

A common theme I found between strains suggested for anxiety (and 
from what I read it may help with depression as well) was the terpene 
myrcene. Including terpenes as a possible medicinal property of cannabis 
is relatively new to me and comes from the “entourage effect” theory. To 
quickly summarize, the entourage effect theorizes that certain effects from 
cannabis are the combination of cannabinoids and terpenes at different 
levels. Myrcene is the most prevalent terpene in cannabis, can be found in 
mango, lemongrass and hops and is often associated with “couch-lock”, as 
it has relaxing, sedative effects.

Find a strain, pick your consumption method and start your trial and error 
process. Remember that inhalation - vaping, smoking - will take effect much 
more quickly, while consumption will take longer to take effect but can be 
much longer lasting. 

I know it can seem like treating anything with cannabis is a process of trial 
and error, of finding what works for you and on what, but I really think that’s 
part of the beauty of it. There’s no one size fits all cure with a cannabis 
stamp on it, and what works for someone else might not work the same for 
you, and that’s OK! The fact that cannabis is natural and can be used as a 
treatment in a variety of ways for a number of ailments means there is more 
likely than not something that will work for what you need, you just have to 
find it. And there are plenty of us ready to help you with that. 

As I end this, I’m grateful that I have an outlet like this to channel my bad 
brain days into. I hope, if you have also been struggling, that this finds you 
well and reminds you that even on the worst days, you’re not alone.

13#cannabiscactus
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We want to make sure that we collectively remember something 
more positive than the pandemic when looking back on this 
turbulent year. Leave it to Neil McAlister “Chef Turtle” to bring out 
the best attitudes in our readers by dosing out positive affirmations 
in his online news feed. Chef Turtle as many of you know him, 
asked the following question to our readers and friends online. 
We received so many great responses that we decided to publish 
them all. 

We look forward to hearing about new adventures that await you 
all in 2021….

I found myself. - Mary Jessi Higgins
Great, now take notes of your surroundings so you don’t get lost 
again!

Broke away from a toxic relationship which was hurting me 
severely and found someone who treats me right. - Brandon Jones
Heck yeah. Bye Felicia and all that stuff. Stella got that groove 
back!

I helped over 35 low income, special needs kids get their OMMA 
cards for free. - Paula Venegas
That’s amazing. Great vibes!

Stayed sober!!! - Alison Ricker
One day at a time! Good work!

Helped 50 puppies find forever homes and have managed to keep 
majority of my sanity. - Kristin Momoftwo
It’s so special to give a furry friend a forever home.

I got a $1200 check that allowed me the comfort to retire finally. 
- Rick DeLove
Converted into Tesla stocks and Bitcoin no doubt.. For ultimate 
retirement strategy...I’m outta here boys. :)

I was fired from my industry job, for taking photos and being a 
smart ass. That same attitude has helped me meet and befriend 
industry professionals and people of prominence within the 
culture. I no longer have a boss and that is the most amazing 
thing yet. - Jeffrey Sveum
Please do not stop being yourself Jeffrey! That’s good living boys :)

I started my business! - Maribliss Candles
Keep the flame burning, do not let the dream fade!

In July of 2020, I finally got clean all on my own! 5 months down! 
A life time to go - Heaven Scott
Nice work, each morning is new. You can handle everything that 
comes your way each day. Stay strong!

I became a full-time stay-at-home mom. I started my own 
business. I was in the Mint culinary cup top 10 competition for my 
edibles and now I get to work with one of the number one weed 
magazines and be a part of an amazing team. 2020 has blessed 
me. - Stephanie Sabori
Welcome to the team Stephanie. Working this year with you has 
been a true blessing!

Went to New Mexico back in June for fireworks and caught covid 
and beat covid’s ass before July 4th. Got my MMJ card. I love 
my job 5 ½ years kicking ass and making good money everyday. 
Squirrel mode! - Brian Tallchief Waldon
Okay slow down Brian. Kicking covid ass and taking names. Glad 
you made it through the onslaught. Squirrel mode boys!

I remodeled half my house! I got high as fuck and remodeled my 
living room kitchen and dining room and both my boys rooms. - 
Robert Hoyt
Nice job Robert!

I quit smoking cigarettes & 98% stopped eating red meat!!! Yay 
me. - Linda Cassini
Good job sister!

Passed all my classes :) - Jennifer Gardner
Well that’s a plus :)

I leveled up. - Johnnie Lee Hollingsworth 

Enrolled in nursing school! - Joni J
Congratulations Joni. The nursing profession always needs more 
smart nurturing souls.

Interviewing Tommy Chong on our first episode of our podcast 
was by far the craziest thing we got to do this year! So stoked! - @
Krazystrain
That’s awesome. Good job dudes. Keep up the good work on 
cannabis reviews.

Started a new job that makes me happy - Chelsea Ballard
Good for you. I love being proud of my work.

Adopted this foster. - Judy Benson

For me my top 3 would be, Started my own infusion consulting 
LLC! Started a YouTube channel about simple infusions and I’ve 
got 12 episodes so far! Helped rewrite the hotline menu/recipes 
for the only THC infusion cafe in the nation! - Neil McAlister

Gave all I had to give from my heart - Maya Meyers
NOT enough, Give more!!! Just kidding, nice work :)

A lot of understanding! And I was a kind ear! - Erika Lynn Toth-Hill
Bless you!

Stabilized 2nd round of cancer using Non-toxic treatments. No 
chemo, no radiation. #1 being cannabis derived full spectrum 
RSO, Woooo! Zero pharmaceutical drugs. - Kevin Vontesmar
Can I get a Woooooo! That’s my dude right there.

Quit biting my nails, I’m so proud! - Dawn Warner
Good for you, they will grow again! Please keep those things out 
of your mouth!

I started Desert Fuego during quarantine. - Jose Alcaraz

I taught my big boy Joe how to tie his shoes and we went fishing 
and camping for the first time. And we just completed 36 issues 
over 3 years of Cannabis Cactus Magazine. Woooooo! - Mike 
Cassini

Fed 200 foster kids for Thanksgiving, raised 2500 dollars and 
300 toys for kids in group homes and topped it off with a franchise 
in OK. - Chris and Andi Martin
You are loved in this community for many reasons. Your aggressive 
strategy when it comes to helping others is amazing. We love you 
Martin family and Hempful Farms team.

Bought my first home - Sarah Michael
Hell yeah!

Joined Mine Rescue and enrolled in the EMT program - Vikki Dull
Well that’s super cool. Enjoy the fun curriculum and riding on the 
ambulance!

I quit my job to tend my garden. - Holly Smith

Became a mom to my first fur baby. - Alyssa Siket

By Michael Cassini & Neil McAlister

Please brag to me 
about a thing you 

did in 2020 that 
you’re proud of!!!
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by Adrian Ryan

WIRETAP
Real Stories of Arizona Cannabis

Part 3 of 3

Time and experience in any profession will change you, it will shape your views, 
and build the roots on which you will conduct business for yourself. This was 
the case with Archie, who had spent two years on an Oregon medical marijuana 
farm learning how to grow weed, roll hash, make edibles, and see the early rise 
of concentrates. “Developments happened daily and everyone was working to 
fill the needs of medical patients in Oregon. People were used to it being easy, 
state contracts made it simple to have a cultivation that provided cannabis, 
but I was there in the final moments of the medical market. With recreational 
legislation looming, nobody knew what would happen until dispensaries started 
running out of products.” He continues “I can’t believe how quickly it happened; 
demand dropped to nothing as growers came out of the woodwork with dirt 
cheap cannabis of dubious origins. You would see everything from powdery 
mildew, to purps put in the freezer to deepen the color, and even the best-
looking weed with banana sacks or seeds being bought out.” It was as though 
the market had collapsed overnight, and Archie said he made the decision to 
move back to Arizona upon seeing a truck for sale for $800 or a quarter pound.

“I came home, and suddenly I was back at square one, so I got a job to save up 
a little money.” After two months of getting established, Archie put plans into 
motion to change his life in Arizona forever. He had enough saved to fund his 
cultivator Gary from Oregon, to drive him some of the cannabis he had earned 
and accumulated while working for him to Phoenix. Archie had negotiated to 
get his weight brought down as well as an equal amount to sell on behalf of 
the now defunct farm. “I took a leap of faith and sent $3600 to Gary as a 
deposit, and I could only believe that he would not screw me over.” Archie gave 
his address and a request for strains he knew he could move here in Phoenix. 
He tells me, “Everyone wanted GDP, Durban Poison, GSC, and OG Kush back 
then, and I was planning to ger the best of it from Oregon.” Archie says he 
kept working two jobs, and didn’t hear anything for almost a month. He said 
“I became discouraged, and was worried I was being burned after not hearing 
anything from anyone for a while. I honestly thought that they had taken the 
money and ran,” but then he got a phone call from Nathan in Oregon. “He told 
me that Gary and Lucy would be at my house in a few days, and that they were 
bringing a sizeable amount of weed. As he was telling me, the relief that washed 
over me was the realization that my choices hadn’t been in vain.”

The call happened on a Friday; it was Gary who was to be expected by that next 
Monday. Archie again began to worry when it got to the following Wednesday 
with no update on Gary or where he was with Archie’s weed. It was Thursday 
morning when he got a call from Lucy, they had hit a snag in Northern California 
but were back on the road expecting to arrive Friday midday. “I was relieved 
and started to make my plans when I got that call. I got my house ready to 
receive my friend and former mentor.” It was that Friday that Archie had gotten 
prepared, buying wraps, drinks, and getting ready to celebrate with friends. A 
call from them saying they were just around the corner had Archie standing in 
his driveway feeling the last bit of heat from Summer as it was giving away 
to Fall. He saw the old teal blue station wagon that Gary had driven in Oregon 
come gliding down his street near the 101 and Apache in Tempe. His friends 
had finally arrived, and he was over-joyed when Lucy got out to give him a long 
embrace. Gary offered a firm handshake and his dog Stryder jumped out to give 
Archie kisses. They headed inside to meet Archie’s girlfriend, while discussing 
burning the doobie behind Gary’s ear as he grabbed his two bags of rolling 
luggage from the rear hatch of his car. 

Archie had made his way inside with Gary and Lucy, showing them to the 
guest room when they were joined by Arch’s girlfriend Elizabeth, as well as her 

younger sister Emily also stayed with them. The high-schooler was in shock 
along with her sister at what they witnessed next. Gary began to look around 
the room, checking the door, windows, closet for cameras, and asking for some 
music to be played on the stereo in case of DEA surveillance. It was then 
that he said “Sorry, I’m paranoid and needed to check this wasn’t a sting, but 
you’ve always been a stand-up guy Archie. We got pulled over in Sacramento 
and we got in trouble for smoking while driving, I need to go back and face 
a citation I got while there. Thankfully that cop didn’t search the car and the 
dog smell covered up everything.” Gary laughing picked up his rolling luggage 
and dropped it on the bed while working the zipper undone. “I know this is 
all a risk, I appreciate you sending that money and I realize that we owe you, 
but the market in Oregon has taken a turn for the worst. To help us, I asked 
that you take some extra weight to sell for us, and take your time, keep any 
profits over the cost. If anything happens, we at least have that deposit money 
to keep supplying you. I also said I was bringing 4 pounds, but we brought 
20 pounds instead.” The top of the luggage swung open to reveal packs of 
beautiful organically grown hydroponic cannabis.

Archie recounts his girlfriend couldn’t stop smiling, and his girlfriends’ little 
sister for the first time ever, was speechless as each pound was pulled to be 
inspected. Gary lit his joint, and explained that he and Lucy were cautious after 
California but thankfully not searched. They decided to lay low for a day or 
two, then continue travel to press forward but their safety became an issue. 
Gary explained it was a close call as his former possession charge could’ve 
had them searched, and busted. Gary relaxed mid-joint, and offered to take 
everyone to dinner, explaining that they had to get back on the road to go 
home later that night. “I can’t keep making runs, hence the extra weight, and I 
wanted to explain the plan to you when I arrived. This initial starter will set you 
up with some seed money, and the profits will support you going forward. I will 
introduce you to a partner we have out here named Billy, he’s a biker and old 
friend. He’ll be your contact once you move this initial shipment, and he will 
deliver to you from local supply at our price.” Shocked, Archie asked in disbelief 
“What will Billy do?” to which Gary answered “Supply you with as much weed 
as you can smoke and sell”. 

Archie tells me “I was stunned because in that instant I understood that my life 
was changed. I was now the creator of my own destiny at that point; I could either 
be a low-level dealer scraping by while smoking most of my own supply like I 
did, or I could be someone who doesn’t need to worry about money or pot ever 
again.” In that moment, Archie made the choice to become one of the biggest 
dealers in Tempe at the time, often carrying a pound of high-grade Oregon bud 
in an air-locked container hidden inside a camera bag carried around him. He 
tells me “For a few years, I had between five to twenty pounds coming down 
every month and I was supplying everyone I knew with the best pounds of 
weed at the best price on the black market in the early 2000’s.” The danger and 
adventures of the black market soon gave way to the murky business of the 
grey medical market with the passage of Prop 203. Archie has many tales of 
his days in the Wild West, and even those shady deals with dispensaries after, 
but has since traded those in for a family. His stories, and many like them will 
define our generation for our advancement of cannabis from past prohibition to 
the hopeful future passage into decriminalization. When asked about his time 
selling cannabis, Archie tells me “Everyday was different back then, you had ups 
and downs, but hope was always on the horizon as you saw people’s quality 
of life change for the better; at least that always gave me hope and helped me 
believe that I had made the right choices for my life.”

License #00000111DCCI00384281
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Pow!!! Right in the kisser! This sativa descendent of Skunk 
#1 hits like a champ with strong gas notes right out of the 
bottle. These beauties taste as good as they look and 
the high is a match. I was so happy to detect a Skunk 
pedigree by smell because we were just talking about 
the lack of contemporary Skunk strains in AZ. I don’t 
know where Local Joint got the genetics but try this new 
line up for yourself. I guarantee this purchase myself and 
we rarely, if ever, do that. Sidenote - Each 1/8th pre-packed 
jar has its own tiny Boveda pack nestled into the lid. This pack 
will not add or subtract moisture to the flower but will keep 
a steady freshness without anything artificial being added. This 
dedication to quality off the retail shelves is the stuff of legends. 
Especially when compared with the many dusty $50 1/8th’s out there. 
This is how considerately and carefully all cannabis should be stored and sold. 
Thank you Local Joint for the beautiful medicine! By Michael Cassini - @EditorInCheef.
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Monterey is a Special Place reminds me of a trip to the Arizona 
desert, but first what does Monterey have to do with Arizona? 
Possibly the spirituality of the place? North of Phoenix, heading 
towards Sedona are energy fields that surround the canyons and 
mountains. They remind me of the California seacoast. And Jim 
Morrison. The way the place makes me feel. 

Certain beverages and mixtures of flavors take me to places far 
outside my scope. How does this happen? Through the memories 
of flavor. There are places I remember through the aromatics that 
I’ve enjoyed along the way. 

Scotch Whisky is one of those persuasive flavors and aromas. A 
wee dram of this golden elixir weaves a path of remembrance 
through the remaining brain-cells that I possess. (Elicits subtle 
laughter)

When you mix Scotch Whisky, especially a smoky, peat laden 
example with seasonal fruits such as cranberries and napped with 
a hint of citrus and finished with the effervescence of good seltzer 
water... This is a cocktail that begs the question. Is there cannabis 
in there?  Yes, there is, Granddaddy Purp. I love this cultivar with 
Scotch. There are wonderful smoky, purple qualities about this 
strain. And I use a healthy portion of it too! Each drink has about 
fifty mgs of cannabis in it. Probably more than that if the cannabis 
is really high THC, so without a lab to test my cocktails, I’d say 
start slowly. You don’t have to drink the entire beverage. 

“Use Common Sense”

I don’t just open a can of sugary sweet cranberry sauce. This 
drink is far more elegant than that. I use a very special pure fruit 
syrup to bring the smoky Scotch whisky into line. Manufactured 
in Massachusetts, Fruitations Syrups encapsulate the essence 
of authenticity. Their cranberry syrup evokes the fall, sip by sip. 
I infused the Fruitations Syrup in my Levo2 machine. This is the 
easiest way to make a delicious beverage that works every single 
time. 

by Warren Bobrow

Cannabis

Monterey Is a Special Place
p. 152 of Cannabis Cocktails, Mocktails & Tonics

Monterey Is a Special Place
p. 152 of Cannabis Cocktails, Mocktails and Tonics
Ingredients

• 2 Ounces (60ml) Fruitations Cranberry Mixer
• 1 Ounce (30ml) Cannabis-Infused Blended Scotch Whiskey 

(See recipe on page 23)
• 1/2 Ounce (15ml) Freshly Squeezed Lemon Juice
• 2 Ounces (60ml) Seltzer Water
• Greenish Cocktail Cherry, For Garnish (See page 23)
• Hand-cut Ice Cubes

Process

1. Fill a cocktail mixing glass three-quarters full with ice. 
2. Add the Fruitations, then the Scotch and the lemon juice.
3. Stir 40 times, no more & no less (no questions, just do it). 
4. Strain over hand-cut ice cubes into two rocks glasses.
5. Top each with the seltzer.
6. Garnish with a Greenish Cocktail Cherry & Serve.

Monterey means “King’s Mountain” and is named after Gaspar 
de Zúñiga, the Count of Monterrey (of Galicia, Spain), who 
served as the Viceroy of New Spain from 1595 - 1603. New 
Spain encompassed present day Mexico, Guatemala, Belize, 
Costa Rica, El Salvador, Honduras, and Nicaragua, plus the 
states of California, Nevada, Colorado, Utah, New Mexico, 
Arizona, Texas, Oregon, Washington, Florida, & Louisiana.

License #00000126DCSO00060479

I love to finish dinner with a portion of neat VSOP Rhum Agricole 
or an espresso—or even both. But when you’re not in the mood 
for post-prandial coffee or neat spirits (and that does happen from 
time to time), mix yourself a Monterey Is a Special Place. This 
fruity, effervescent, after-dinner cocktail is best made with a Scotch 
whiskey you’ve infused with a relaxing indica strain, like Grandaddy 
Purple. It smacks of fresh blue fruits, charred marshmallows, and 
baby skunks trapped in a pillowcase under your bed. You’ll be 
surprised at how well its flavors work with smooth blended Scotch. 
It’s a great way to prepare yourself for sleep, too: it’ll be lights-out 
before long.

Cocktails &
Mocktails &
Tonics, Oh My!
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Greenish Cocktail Cherries
p. 45 Cannabis Cocktails, Mocktails and Tonics

Ingredients

• • 1 Bottle (750ml) of Infused Liqour (See Recipe at left)
• • 2 Pounds (910g) Pitted Fresh Cherries

Infused Liquor
p. 36 Cannabis Cocktails, Mocktails and Tonics

Ingredients

• • 1 Bottle (750ml) of Liquor
• • 7-8 Grams of Decarbed Cannabis

Have you ever had trouble falling asleep? Well, I never do unless 
I’ve had coffee after three in the afternoon. Rather than taking a 
sleeping pill, I’ve been known to hasten the dream-state by building 
a lovely little sipper that only resembles the classic beverage 
known as the margarita. In this case, I utilized something named 
extra añejo tequila. Most people have never heard of extra añejo, 
nor have they ever tasted this ultra-luxury elixir that starts at over 
one hundred dollars per 750ml bottle. This alluring liquid is aged 
in oak for over three years imparting a creamy richness in every 
sip. There are some who would shudder at the thought of mixing 
a cocktail with THC and such expensive tequila, but this is where 
the fun starts. I cut several pink grapefruits into thick slices and 
grill them over hard-wood charcoal until they caramelize, two or 
three minutes per side. If you don’t have an outdoor grill, then a 
cast iron pan will suffice. Or roasting in a 400-degree oven. It’s a 
sleepy-time beverage that erases your mind, or whatever mind you 
have left after 2020! 

How much cannabis is in there? That, I really don’t know. The 
strength is completely up to you! Generally, the rule for infusion is 
½ oz. to 1 oz. of high quality decarbed cannabis into a 750ml bottle 
of any given spirit. I use an electric hot plate to heat a double boiler 
(water on the bottom should never run dry…) for two hours at 160 
degrees. Use a fan to keep your workspace safe, no lighting joints 
in the nearby periphery. And alcohol when heated, runs the fumes 
along the floor, it’s heavier than oxygen. Please be very patient and 
careful. No open flames allowed!

Try medicating your tequila by infusing it with sativa-dominant 
hybrid Gatekeeper OG. It’s redolent of pine and freshly turned 
soil, aromatics that seem to melt into the grapefruit’s toasted 
sweetness. A blissful night’s rest lies in your future, for sure.

Ardent Dreamer
p. 150 Cannabis Cocktails, Mocktails and Tonics

Ingredients

• 1 Thick Slice Pink Grapefruit, Grilled and Cooled
• 1 Ounce (30ml) Cannabis-Infused Extra-Añejo Tequila
• 1/2 Ounce (15ml) Orange-Cognac Liqueur
• Orange Zest Twist
• 1 Gläce Luxury Ice Mariko Sphere (or Regular Ice Cubes)

Process

1. Grill the grapefruit: Slice the ends off the grapefruit and 
cut it into 1/2-inch rounds. Place the grapefruit slices on 
a hot cast-iron pan for 2 to 3 minutes per side to help the 
fruit caramelize. Let cool.

2. Using a muddler or the end of a wooden spoon, muddle 
the grilled grapefruit slice in a cocktail mixing glass to 
release its juices and essential oils. 

3. Fill the glass three-quarters full with ice. 
4. Add the infused tequila and the orange-cognac liqueur. 
5. Cap and shake hard. 
6. Pour over a single Gläce Luxury Ice Mariko Sphere in a 

rocks glass.
7. Garnish with the orange zest twist and serve.

Process

1. Place the pitted cherries in a large mason jar.
2. Cover with the infused whiskey.
3. Store the jar in a cool, dark place, such as a cellar or 

refrigerator, for 1 month, shaking the jar daily. Don’t 
be afraid to store these outside the fridge at cellar 
temperature: nothing bad will happen if you do.

4. Use as called for in cocktails and mocktails.

Process

1. Combine cannabis with 250 ml of the liquor in a heat-
proof mason jar (do not seal jar)

2. Place the jar in the top of a double boiler
3. Fill the Top of the double boiler to cover half the jar
4. Simmer lightly at around 160° F for 30-60 minutes, don’t 

allow the temperature to reach 170° F
5. Let the mixture cool.
6. Pour back into the liquor bottle and add the rest (500ml) 

of the liquor on top to combine.

Ardent Dreamer
p. 150 Cannabis Cocktails, Mocktails & Tonics

Cannabis Cocktails, Mocktails & Tonics is available in Indie Bookstores, Amazon, Barnes and Noble, Indigo Books, etc.

Distilling technology didn't exist in the 
Americas until it was introduced by the 
Spanish in the 16th century. The natives 
of Northern Mexico were using the agave 
plant to produce pulque - fermented 
agave sap with alcohol content similar 
to beer. The first tequila was produced by 
distilling this ancient drink of the Aztecs. 

At sea level, Ethanol alcohol boils at 173° F (78° C), while 
water boils at 212° F (100° C). As you increase in elevation, 
the boiling point lowers. Just like water, alcohol becomes a 
gas when boiled, but is flammable. These fumes are highly 
dangerous, as they can ignite with a single spark. Be careful 
and pay attention when working with alcohol infusions. The 
heat should never rise as high as 170° F (76° C).

Bonus 
Recipes

Cocktails &
Mocktails &
Tonics, Oh My!
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REsin & 
Rosin & 

Hash, 
Oh My!

Resin
by Arturo Delgado

I often find myself explaining the difference between a resin and a 
rosin to friends, family and just patients who are not as experienced 
in cannabis concentrates. When I find myself answering this 
question, it is usually because the person asking doesn’t have 
much knowledge on the types of concentrates and because the 
words resin and rosin sound very similar. So instead of constantly 
explaining it, because how commonly it’s asked, I decided to write 
it up and share it because I have a feeling the question of what the 
difference between resin and rosin is will definitely not be going 
anywhere anytime soon, especially since we will now probably 
have a ton of new recreational cannabis users since Prop 207 has 
passed.

I had a family member who thought I was talking about the tar 
like weed residue that is left on the inside of pipes and bongs after 
not cleaning them for a while. I’m sure if you’re a newer smoker 
or never had to worry about where you were going to get some 
smoke and have only shopped in a legal market you probably have 
never had to deal with this. But old school smokers and those 
still in highly illegal states probably know what it’s like to smoke 
that nasty black gooey residue when they are out of weed, can’t 
find any and just want to catch a buzz. I had an aunt who actually 
liked it and swore it was stronger than weed because it was more 
like hash. Don’t ask, I couldn’t tell you the logic behind that, but I 
guess to each their own. But other than those circumstances, that 
definition of resin has almost been completely eliminated.

I had a family member who thought I was talking about the tar like weed residue that 
is left on the inside of pipes and bongs after not cleaning them for a while. I’m sure if 
you’re a newer smoker or never had to worry about where you were going to get 
some smoke and have only shopped in a legal market you probably have never 
had to deal with this. But old school smokers and those still in highly illegal 
states probably know what it’s like to smoke that nasty black gooey residue 
when they are out of weed, can’t find any and just want to catch a buzz. I had 
an aunt who actually liked it and swore it was stronger than weed because it 
was more like hash. Don’t ask, I couldn’t tell you the logic behind that, but I 
guess to each their own. But other than those circumstances, that definition 
of resin has almost been completely eliminated.

Today's Resins are cannabis concentrates that are extracted using solvents 
to collect the trichomes of whatever starting material the extractor 
chooses. Basically, they use these solvents to “wash” the plant matter. As 
the solvent passes over the plant material, it collects chemical compounds 
like terpenes, cannabinoids, lipids and more. Once this step is complete, 
they must remove the solvent by purging it. What is left is the usable cannabis 
concentrate that is a resin. Resins can be extracted from most all the plant 
materials like the flower after its been cured, during the cure, fresh live material 
and even the trimmings from harvest. These solvent based extractions require a lot 
of equipment, materials and can be very hazardous and dangerous to perform if not 
done correctly or in the proper environment. 
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I always 
follow my 

nose No matter 
what type of 
concentrate 
I’m getting

“
“

Blueberry Cough live resin
by WTF | the Mint
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Rosin
Rosins are highly sought after due to the method in which they’re made. 

Because rosin is created using a solventless extraction process, it’s 
considered by many to be one of the “cleanest” cannabis concentrates. 
Rosin is made using heat and pressure to squeeze the resinous sap from 
cannabis or cannabis derived products such as kief and hash. Because 
there are no solvents used, once this sap is squeezed out and collected it 
can be consumed. Also, since there are no solvents or purging required, 
rosin can be made with minimal materials and equipment. In fact, you 
can make rosin using just three things you may already have in your 
home, a hair straightener, parchment paper and of course cannabis or 
a cannabis derived product like kief, although if you use kief you may 
want to press it into a puck first.

All you need to do is make sure the hair straightener is heated, fold 
the parchment paper in half with your nug or puck in the middle and 

squeeze as hard as you can (I once stood on a hair straightener but a 
woodworking clamp would probably be easier). You should yield at least a 
little rosin but don’t expect anything crazy or even much at all. The yield will 

probably be small and maybe only a dab or two but it's fun to try. Now 
if you're serious about wanting to press rosin, there are larger heated 
plates and hydraulic presses that professionals use to make their rosin. If 

you're curious as to where to obtain these products, well the internet has 
endless resources and there are other cheaper hand held clamp presses as 

well such as The Juice Box. 

So basically, resins are made using various solvents while rosins use none. 
Resins can be made from live plant material, freshly frozen material, cured flower, 
shake and even trimmings. Rosins can only be pressed from cured flowers, hash 
or kief. To get a live rosin, you must first wash the live or freshly frozen material 
in ice water as the solvent to create bubble hash which is then pressed but that’s 
a whole different story and subject. Although resins are purged of their solvent, 
there are still going to be traces of the solvent used even if it’s a very low part 
per million, whereas rosin has absolutely no risk of leaving any type of residual 
solvent. So for those with respiratory issues who still like to dab, rosin is probably 
your best bet.

For everyone else I really wouldn’t worry, as I’ve said before “If it smells good 
the terps are there.” That’s a good sign, I always follow my nose no matter what 
type of concentrate I’m getting, whether it's cured resin, live resin, rosin or hash 
rosin. Plus, not everyone can afford the solventless price point or just prefer resin. 
I myself will pick nice smelling live resin over a rosin any day. If you want some 
fantastic solventless, be on the lookout for new drops from Shango. I tried their 
Alien Cookies and Modified Banana and sheesh!! All I can say is just read the 
reviews, phenomenal! For a good cured resin, MPX is a go to for me. So if you're 
still confused about the difference, I would start with the companies mentioned. 
Keep trying different consistencies and products and don’t stop asking questions.
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Sour OG Dry Sift Rosin
by Nug O’ Budder



More than likely, if you’re picking up some full melt hash, you 
know what you are looking for and know more than likely you’re 
in for something special. If you missed my review of some 
phenomenal Lemon Tree Full Melt that I picked up from The 
Superior Dispensary, I did do a quick rundown of what full melt 
is but I will go ahead and explain it a bit more in depth. Although 
full melt is a solventless extract, it is not rosin. Full melt hash is 
the collection of the heads of the trichomes from cannabis plant 
material. Trichomes are the source of resin and cannabinoids in 
the cannabis plant and the heads of these trichomes are packed 
with THC and terpenes. These heads, when collected properly, will 
melt at lower temperatures. So instead of having to smoke this like 
traditional hash, you can dab it. This type of hash will melt fully 
in your banger but will leave some residue as there is still plant 
matter in the extract.

The collection of these trichome heads is performed one of two 
ways, dry sift or washing. Dry sift is the process of using screens 
and agitation to separate the trichomes from dried cannabis 
material. The dry sift method seems to be not as favorable amongst 
hash producers as washing live plant material and is usually used 
to press for hash rosin. Hash made from washing live or freshly 
frozen material is also called bubble hash or ice water hash. The 
collection of trichomes in ice water hash is performed with just 
that… ice water. Ice water and a series of filter bags separates 
the trichomes from live or freshly frozen cannabis material. The 
different sizes in the series of bags then separates just the heads 
from the rest of the trichomes while still being agitated in icy 
water. Once this process is done, you're left with a light colored 
creamy looking wet glob that reminds me of melting ice cream. 
This glob is the heads of all the trichomes that were collected 
during the previous process, but with all the moisture still in it, it’s 
not usable just yet. This wet material is scooped out and placed on 
trays with parchment paper that go into the freeze dryer to remove 
any excess moisture. What emerges after the drying process is a 
beautiful beach sand looking material that is full melt hash.

So, if you do go out and find this solventless treat or it’s your first-
time trying hash and just don’t know how to consume this product, 
no worries, there are a couple different ways. So, although it is full 
melt and can be dabbed, you don’t necessarily need to dab it. This 
hash can be enjoyed in the traditional manners of sprinkling some 
in a joint or topping a bowl. Now, if you’re dabbing it, I can say that 
because of its beach sand like consistency, it can sometimes be a 
little tricky to work with. Also, a lot of times when going to scoop 
a dab the stickiness of these heads can sometimes make it a little 
difficult as well. What I find works best for me is almost like slicing 
a pie. I use my flattest dab tool to slice in, get under and scoop 
onto a piece of parchment paper, or if there’s any loose pieces I 
will just dump them out of the container onto the paper. Once the 
hash is on the parchment paper, I fold it making sure to leave the 
hash centered and just use my hands and fingers to press the hash 
flat into a “flag”. The heat and pressure from your hands should be 
enough to flatten it out into a more workable sliceable consistency 
- although I did see a guy put it in his shoe once.

So once all those steps are complete and you have a flag on your 
tool, do not just go in after heating your nail or even dab like you 
would just any other concentrate. Please do yourself a favor and 
let the nail cool down, or even though I’m personally not a fan, do 
a cold start. This grade of hash is not cheap, and you definitely 
do not want to waste any by burning it instead of melting it. I 
found that every type of full melt I have gotten has been a little 
different, requiring different temperatures on each but usually 
about 450 degrees has done pretty well on most dabs of full melt. 
The residue that the full melt will leave is waste, do not reheat it. It 
can also be a pain to clean out. But other than that, I’m a fan of full 
melt and I think you need to try some at least twice because the 
first may not always be your best experience. Even if you don’t dab, 
try some. It can be expensive because the process and small yield 
it produces, but it's worth every penny. If you're local and looking 
for a treat like this, I would go visit The Superior Dispensary and 
if you go just remember to tell them The Cannabis Cactus let you 
know where the fire is.

What is 
Full Melt Hash?

& How do 
I smoke it?
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Rosin & 

Hash, 
Oh My!

Lemon ATF Full Melt Hash
by The Superior
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Dog Tales
Tattoo has a halo

The past year saw no shortage of hardship or loss, and nobody 
I know escaped its reach. Sometimes loss will strengthen you 
and reaffirm your beliefs. My good friend and canine companion, 
Tattoo, left our world after several battles in his lifetime which 
finally ended in 2020. He was a happy, good dog who would not 
want his memory to be one of sadness. Instead, he left me with 
peace about a great many topics like mortality, compassion, and 
cannabis. I was not a fixture in his life, but I was welcomed into 
his world with love. A large build American Bulldog, born in 2009, 
raised then finding out he could not move to a new apartment with 
his original owner. It was 2012 that he was lovingly adopted by 
the owner’s sister-in-law and her family, Tattoo had found a home.

Tattoo was loved, as he lived a happy life to the fullest with naps, 
walks, rolling in grass, and a smile each day. He lived as a friend 
of the highest quality to his family, including the cats. His life was 
not always easy as he faced health challenges. A dog of light 
hair and complexion, he developed issues related to his skin in 
2016. Hemangiosarcoma, a condition that affects dogs and other 
animals with light skin pigments resulted in Tattoo facing painful 
lesions and tumors on his legs. A veterinary doctor didn’t have 
much beyond a prescription and grim news of needing a biopsy 
to confirm that it was cancer. Being a warrior of good heart, his 
owner refused to watch this perfect dog suffer. She made a plan at 
the recommendation of a friend to begin treatment using cannabis 
medicine.

The treatment was the 1:1 High CBD ointment and Tincture from 
Chronic Health, powered by Halo Infusions and Extractions that is 
usually meant for human consumption but is also safe for treating 
your dog or cat. Tattoo began treatment with a daily 25mg dose 
of tincture as well as a regular smear of the topical on his affected 
area of skin. It was almost immediately that his health improved, 
with the biggest difference being from the ointment. “His tumors 
dried up, and fell off,” his owner tells me. The result lasted for the 
next four years, with a noticeable remission that was kept with 
daily tincture until the end. In the end of 2020, I noticed my new 
friend was not only suffering from a pronounced limp, but also 
struggling to breathe. We helped him until he was able to see a 
veterinarian by increasing his dose which helped him to sleep 
peacefully. The doctor found that he had most likely developed 
bone cancer in his shoulder.

by Adrian Ryan
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The choice was made to put his suffering at ease, and Tattoo was 
put down at the advice of the doctor. He was made comfortable 
in the end using the tincture, which caught the attention of the 
doctor who commented about how comfortably sedated the dog 
was. The doctor expressed her desire to study, then incorporate 
cannabis into her animal treatment. She expressed a genuine 
support of his medical care, and commented that she voted for 
Prop 207. The available treatments and potential from cannabis 
or hemp-based medicine has not had the potential fully realized. 
The change will come as views change and research can be done. 
It is widely accepted that CBD for dogs can benefit a range of 
issues, from anxiety to pain management. The entourage effect is 
often cited as having the most benefit for animals, as well as broad 
spectrum plant derived medicine. The owner of Tattoo would sit 
down to tell you about the benefits if asked, but she believes in it 
enough to now work for Halo Infusions and Extractions.

The impact of cannabis and hemp seems to be felt by everything 
in my life; friends, family, and the quality of that life we all enjoy. 
I found Tattoo to be quite the friendly dog, and sweet as he was 
kind. His life was greatly improved by the High CBD products 
from Halo, and as I read more anecdotal evidence of the benefits. 
I wonder to myself what research needs to happen for this impact 
by a medicinal product to reach anyone who needs it. I researched 
more on the tincture and ointment from Chronic Health and was 
pleasantly surprised. The 1:1 High CBD Tincture is the Errl Cup 
2020 Winner: for Best Cannabis Tincture because Halo Infusions 
never uses isolate or distillate, they instead infuse their crude 
concentrate into a high quality, easily digestible vegetable glycerin. 
Their broad-spectrum crude concentrate glycerin therefore 
remains high in terpenes, cannabinoids, and phytonutrients from 
the original plant flower.

The topical is made a bit differently, starting with the ointments 
being made by grinding whole plant material, combining it with 
base oils (olive oil, avocado oil, almond oil and hemp oil). The 
ointment remains all natural, including only thoughtful ingredients 
and high-quality essential oils. The High CBD Ointment is made 
with High CBD expressing flower which means you are truly 
getting the best for you or your companion. If you have a pet of 
a red to light blonde, white and grey hues of hair watch for new 
skin tags or rashes affecting your animals. Hemangiosarcoma 
accounts for up to 3% of canine tumors, and is a cancer of the 
vascular endothelium, the walls of a blood vessel. The average 
age diagnosis is 9 to 12 years of age. If you suspect something, 
speak to your animal doctor, and always research to explore your 
options.

Dog Tales
continued...

The impact of 
cannabis and hemp 
seems to be felt by 

everything in my life.

“ “
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Class 207:
Grow At-Home with SmokeeeJ & Drogado del Gato
pt. 2

The home cultivation has started! Smokeeej and I have popped 
our seeds with election results being certified. I will be growing the 
following strains: Ace of Spades, 3rd Dimension, Pineapple Chunk, 
and Blood Diamond. Smokeeej will be growing the other four 
strains which are: Space Bomb, Space Chunk, Deep Purple, and 
Thunderfuck Mountain. We begin our next lesson on application of 
outlined germination methods and what to expect. I am using the 
rock wool method of germination, which is outlined here:

1. I started by de-chlorinating my tap water by letting it sit 
uncovered in a bucket for 24 hours, this will be my normal 
water supply.

2. Wearing gloves, I then brought the pH of my water to around 
5.0 using pH Up and pH Down, checking it with a pH pen 
frequently. 

3. I add some root booster from Algas Pacific, @algaspacific, 
stir, then leave my rock wool to soak for 24hrs. 

4. After soaking the rock wool for 24hrs, I start my seeds in a 
cup to soak in hydrogen peroxide. I will do this for at least 20 
minutes to clean and break down the outer shell membrane. 

5. While the seeds soak, I put my prepared rock wool into my 
clean tray. 

6. I rinse the seeds in distilled water and drop them into my rock 
wool. I push them into the medium, about a 1/4 to 1/2 inch 
so the tap root can emerge easily. 

7. I label my seed areas, and top the tray with its humidity dome. 
I then put them into a clean area, lined with mylar for heat and 
light insulation, with a seedling heating pad. I will leave them 
to sprout for up to 10 days, checking daily.

by Adrian Ryan @drogado_del_gato 
& @Smokeeej 

License #00000100DCWU00857159

Let’s take a look at some of 
the equipment needed for the 
germination process.“
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I wanted to explore how I prepared my space, my house is a 1920’s brick 
build in the Coronado District of Phoenix, AZ. It is getting cold, so I will have 
a heating pad under my tray with dome, and the germination in rockwool will 
happen over 10 days to root and enter light, if the tap roots are successful. 
My germination area will be under a sink in my half-bathroom, and I might 
seal the window off with mylar for light leak to be safe. I will go over what I 
did to prepare and some of the gear used to create this. To follow along or 
grow with us, download the Cannabis Cactus App and click the Connect Tab, 
for full tutorials, gear, and frequent updates. You can also follow @smokeeej 
and access this information at Smokeeej.com. Let’s take a look at some of 
the equipment needed for the germination process. I started by cleaning and clearing the bathroom. I then proceeded to seal off 

the window using mylar and gaffer’s tape. This is to retain heat, and keep 
light leak to a minimum. I also used these materials to build a germination 
area under the sink by removing the pipes, sealing them, lining inside with 
mylar and the heating pad. The whole process took roughly an hour, and it 
retains heat and moisture beautifully. Next, we have some basic equipment 
that will be needed if we are going to also build our vegetative area. The 
germination process takes about 10 days so that will allow time to set up 
the veg area. Again, I have sourced all my starting equipment from Amazon 
to keep price, as well as difficulty for new growers, to a minimum. 

5 Gallon Buckets – These will be where we start and soak our rockwool, 
these can usually be found at a hardware store for cheap. These will also 
come in handy later for de-chlorinating our tap water. I will buy 2-3 of these 
buckets, and keep them clean, stored in a clean environment, don’t forget 
lids. You can also order them online at whatever the lowest price possible. 

Lights – Discussing our propagation and veg lights, I was already looking 
at some Metal Halide (MH) light similar to what I used a decade ago, when 
SmokeeeJ suggested fluorescent lights for better heat management. Upon 
initial investigation I found some hoods that I liked when a fellow cannabis 
consultant and former neighbor Curtis @crzybaldhead, suggested these 
LED lights that have the highest light output with 30% less heat, with no 
yearly bulb replacement. Thank you, Curtis for the UPGRADE! 

PH Testing Pen – This will be an important tool from the start to check your 
ph. for the rockwool to soak in. Later on, you can use it to test the ph. for 
your feeding solution, soil, and clone mediums. 

Fabric Pots – These are simple, while also removing the weight and 
clumsiness of traditional pots. These are easy, delivered, and affordable for 
anyone as they enter the veg stage. 

Rockwool – Next, we have our rockwool which will act as our starter 
medium. This is an inexpensive starting medium that is easily moved to veg, 
and eventually transplanted. This will be important to our cloning process as 
well, so save whatever is left for that process later on. We got ours from @
phxhydro after delivery was delayed due to the holidays. Phx Hydro also got 
us some soil, pots, and General Hydroponics nutrients, and they are now at 
a new location 3309 W Catalina Dr Suite B, Phoenix, AZ 85017.

Hangers – Simple is key, and these will work with the hook anchors I am 
putting into the ceiling for my top tier of veg lights. I want something I can 
adjust in case my plants need more or less light to succeed. 

Heating Blanket – Your germinating seeds will need to remain in a dark 
place for up to 14 days before they take root. During the cool of winter in 
Arizona, it is advised to get a heating blanket to nurture your seedlings as 
they develop should the temperature drop. 

Shelf – This is a basic shelf but once built out will have my veg and 
propagation areas clearly defined. My hope is that when or if I need to 
rearrange my setup, I can do so with ease by using a shelf containing a 
basic design, photos will be posted upon build completion. 

PH Up & Down – These are used to control the PH of your water, one is an 
acid, while the other is a base used depending if you need PH raised (base) 
or lowered (acid). 

Tray with Dome – The tray and dome will be used for the seedling phases; 
you will need two as outlined before. One will be where you start your 
germinating seeds, left in total darkness until they develop. You will then 
transfer to a second tray and dome that will be under a fluorescent light to 
grow to the veg stage. Investing in a few of these early might be of benefit 
as we will use them later on for clones as well!

Tray with Dome – The tray and dome will be used for the germination 
and seedling phases; you will need two. One will be where you put your 
germinating seeds, left in total darkness until they develop. You will then 
transfer to a second tray and dome that will be under a fluorescent light to 
grow to the veg stage. Investing in a few of these early might be of benefit 
as we will use them later on for clones as well.

Timer – A simple, programmable timer is all you need to set your light 
schedule. We will go over light schedules in a future post, but for your 
seedlings, clones, and veg plant, a time cycle of 18hrs light and 6 hours 
dark is what I will be using. My seeds that are germinating will remain under 
the sink in darkness to sprout as needed. 

Mylar Sheeting – If your germination or veg areas need material to block 
light leak, or help to prevent pests from entering. Thin, mylar sheeting is 
advised. This can be mounted easily with gaffers or duct tape to keep light 
or other dangers out. 

Pipettes – These small, easy to calibrate, disposable measuring devices 
that are great for your PH control or nutrients solutions when accuracy is 
needed when adding supplements to water.

Class 207:
continued...
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Above: Soaking our rockwool in 5 gallon bucket
Below: Seedlings in Rockwool - 80° F & 23% Humidity

Above: Seedlings transferred into pots
Below: Full setup of Vegetation area

pt. 2
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For starters, I’m not using a tent for my veg area, and I’m not 
opposed but we’re keeping starting costs low. The argument 
could be made that you don’t really need one except for your 
flower area. Do what makes sense for your space, budget, 
and skill level. I will be using a converted half-bathroom which 
started by cleaning and clearing the bathroom. I then proceeded 
to seal off the window using mylar and gaffer’s tape. This is 
to retain heat, and keep light leak to a minimum. Removing 
the shower curtain, I started mounting my electrical cords and 
extensions, securing them with 1/2” staples. Following that, I 
assembled the wire shelf that would fit into the shower, this 
will be my seedling/clone/veg area. I mount the lights to the 
ceiling, and underneath the shelves using the hangers so light 
reaches the pots or trays on shelves below. A wall-mount light 
timer that has been programmed for 18hrs light, 6hrs dark for 
my seedling and veg light cycle. 

I also purchased cloth flower pots, fiskars, and zip ties to prepare 
the area. We now want to create an environment in addition to 
our light. Our dome will take care of itself as seedlings like 
higher humidity 65%-75%, so be sure to monitor your dome, 
spraying with 5.0 PH distilled water if needed. As they grow, 
veg plants can have their humidity lowered gradually. Your 
space and plants will help determine humidity conditions when 
filled, but ideally keeping it above 60% humidity. We always 
want to watch our temperatures in any space we use, keeping 
them between 70-78 degrees depending on the stage of our 
plants. Keep a journal to keep track of this information and 
make improvements based upon your findings. Let’s see what 
SmokeeeJ is seeing with his grow!

Class 207:
continued...

Send in the Clones
SmokeeeJ used two different methods to pop seeds. The 
HillBilly Humidity Cub and soaked paper towels in a plastic bag. 
Both of these methods worked, but unfortunately, only 1 seed 
survived. There is one lone ThunderFuck Mountain standing 
tall and growing like a weed. While we love seeds, clones are a 
better bet for your growing success. There are both pros and 
cons in using clones and seeds.

Seeds

Pr
os

Starting from seed usually garners stronger plants.

Every Phenotype of seed unlocks different 
characteristics in the final flower product.

You know (or should know) where the seeds 
came from. You are starting from seed so 
you are clean to start.

Co
ns

Time to take from seed to flower is incredibly long.

Some seeds may be male and unusable 
when trying to grow all female flowers.

Phenos vary from seed to seed. Even though 
the parents are the same, no two seeds hold 
the exact same characteristics.

Clones

Pr
os

Proven Genetics (hopefully) to bring 
to successful flower over and over.

Already a female, no sexing the plant.

You can get clones in various stages:
Cuttings, Rooted Clones, Teens, Mothers

Co
ns

Pests. Every time you bring a new plant in from a 
different grow, you run the risk of invading pests.

There are pesticides and herbicides that are 
systemic and can stay in a clones system 
for up to 3 cycles. 

May not be the strain or lineage as promised.

pt. 2 After weighing the pros and cons of using seeds and clones, I decided to 
use both! Since only 1 of my seeds took root and sprouted leaves, we will be 
doing another round of germination. In the past when I germinated seeds, 
I usually used some type of heat pad or it was warm out. I started these 
seeds right about November 1st and just when it started to get cold. Only 
one of the seeds hatched in the paper towel and plastic bag (out of 6 seeds) 
and only 1 of 2 seeds popped in the cups. This next time, we will use a 
heating pad and keep it in a sealed dark place. More info on seeds to come!

Luckily, a few of my friends in the community had some rather nice clones 
for me to take on. I was given a Wonka Bars and a Sour Lemon in a teen 
state of vegetative growth. This means that the roots have a solid mass 
in the pot and multiple limbs. These plants looked healthy and ready for 
flowering. However, when I get plants from another grow, we always start 
with a quarantine period and a treatment of nheem oil.

Seed Analysis

When bringing in plants from another grow, you are accepting any problems 
or issues that go along with that grow. Sometimes the grower knows about 
the issues and is too proud to say anything and sometimes, the grower just 
doesn’t know... yet. Grab some Nheem oil from your local grow store and 
drench plants with 2-3 treatments over the week while they are secluded 
from any other plants. Control the pests before they infiltrate your grow.

Quarantine Your Newbies

When transplanting your clones into their final resting pots, it is important 
to treat the root ball and rooting area directly with Mycorrhizal. I have used 
many different mycorrhizal inoculants in the past, but the root mass on my 
Wonka Bars was absolutely incredible. I found out that was the result of 
DynoMyco. Thanks to our friend @trippyterpenes, we will be using DynoMyco 
mycorrhizal on our seeds and clones moving forward. Mycorrhizal inoculates 
help with the uptake of macro and micro nutrients for your plants. Healthy 
roots mean healthy plants and healthy plants mean healthy yields.

Transplanting your clones

When your clones have been treated for pests and problems, they have 
been transplanted into their new pots, and roots treated with mycorrhizal, 
then you can bring your foster children into their new home and begin their 
journey to becoming your stash.

Welcome Home!

In the next episode, we will check on our new seeds, talk about 
fimming and topping our plants, and taking clones for future 
cropping. Happy Growing!

Everything up until now has been sourced at the lowest cost 
possible online including delivery, for use with the techniques 
discussed here. There will be variables, price changes, and delays. 
Thankfully we are partnering with Sea of Green, located at 1828 E 
University Dr #11, Tempe, AZ 85281. We want to make sure you 
have the knowledge and equipment needed to succeed. The goal 

of growing great at-home cannabis is shared, and we will be doing 
more with @seaofgreenaz to accomplish that goal. That said, 
every budget and build will differ as will a result. Keep a record of 
what you encounter to repeat for success later, or change course 
after facing an issue. Stay tuned for when we cover our move into 
cones along with veg, and please share your personal grows, any 
ideas, or questions with us! We will also tackle our flowering area 
and equipment with Sea of Green and Volt Lighting, @voltgrow, in 
our next installment!

[W]hen I get 
plants from 
another grow, 
we always 
start with a 
quarantine 
period and a 
treatment of 
nheem oil.

“
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A Revival After a Long Year: 
New Infused Edibles 

by Hana Meds Now Available

Satiate your senses with fruit forward flavors and decadent 
chocolates as you experience Arizona’s newest medible line, 
Revival Infused Edibles. Revival Infused Edibles is now available in 
select Arizona dispensaries. 

Hana Meds, the team behind the award winning Love, Carissa 
brand, is the creator behind this wellness driven line, Revival 
Infused Edibles. Taking note of Love, Carissa’s celebrated flavor 
profiles and consistent dosing, Revival will be replacing Love, 
Carissa but will be adopting the same flower and kief infusion 
process to recreate the experience in a bold new way. Revival 
offers 11 sumptuous flavor combinations across its product line. 

True to its origins, Revival will tempt your taste buds with its 
product variety. The brand has revitalized a patient favorite, 
transforming its delicate dark and milk chocolates into candy 
bar form. These gluten-free options are sultry and just the right 
amount of sweet. Creamy, velvety and potent, each chocolate bar 
contains a consistent dosing of 200 mg.

Made-from-scratch bakery items are a must try from Revival. The 
Premium Infused Brownies pack in 100 mg in each. The Revival 
chefs source Swiss Chocolate, European butter, and create 100% 
kief infused coconut oil for this rich treat. Revival has created a 
plant-based edible option with its Chocolate Chip Cookie. Gluten-
free and vegan, this healthy option utilizes alternate ingredients 
including oat flour and coconut sugar, and almond milk.

For nostalgia, take a trip to the candy shop with Revival’s Gluten-
Free lollipops and gummies. There are five different flavored 
lollipops, each infused with 40 mg. Choose from Raspberry, 
Strawberry, Watermelon, Cherry, and Wildberry. Each gummy 
pack comes with two different flavors. Try Cherry & Lime 
or the Orange & Pineapple varieties. The dual 
flavored 100 mg packs have 10 gummies each 
and each gummy has a 
consistent dosing of 10mg.

Through the years, Hana Meds is renowned for growing several 
strains of flower, its thoughtful cultivation process, and from 
scratch, consistent dosing methods. The company also created 
Arizona’s original pre-roll brand, Dutchie. Revival Infused Edibles 
encapsulates the Hana Meds organic style growing methods for 
use of 100% flower in its products. Revival was developed by a 
team of chefs, and at the forefront, Chef Ethan Wuellner. Wuellner 
uses “old school” techniques to steadily infuse each edible that 
doesn’t sacrifice flavor. With high end resort and restaurant 
experience, chef’s distinguished pastry skills shine through in each 
of the edible options.

Revival Infused Edibles is now in select dispensaries across 
Arizona. Find the closest one by visiting Revival’s website. Give 
them a follow on Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter and tag them 
wherever you’re enjoying this new line of edibles.

RevivalInfusedEdibles.com
@revivaledibles
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Like the rest of society, when quarantine hit earlier this year, I had 
to find solace and entertainment in new hobbies and activities… 
after all, you can only watch The Office and Breaking Bad all the 
way through so many times, and I simply refuse to spend any 
more money on puzzles. I’ve owned my house for nearly 6 years, 
and the yard has always been a mess, but with endless hours that 
needed filling and lots of murder podcasts to catch up on, I started 
religiously tending both a flower and vegetable garden. When cold 
weather descended at the start of a bleak, quarantined Colorado 
winter (snow spots are not my forte), I brought my plant skills 
indoors and started my very own indoor jungle, which along with 
weed, has helped keep me at least moderately sane through this 
weird weird time.

I wasn’t sure exactly how to get started, because growing indoor 
plants can seem daunting at first. Every plant has different water 
and light requirements, and it’s also really easy to overwater your 
plant babies, especially if they aren’t in pots with good drainage. 
Also, plants and pots aren’t cheap, and I didn’t want to totally break 
my bank just to grow some green things. I started asking my plant-
loving friends and neighbors for tips and tricks, and in just a few 
months, my house has become the indoor jungle I yearned for.

My first and favorite tip: if you’re going to get really into indoor 
gardening, invest in a soil moisture tester (and by invest, I mean 
buy one from Amazon for $10… I got the UniverseStar Soil Tester 
and it works great!). I was so used to an outdoor garden that you 
simply CAN’T overwater, that I way over-hydrated my indoor plants 
at first, both out of care and boredom. Most plants don’t really need 
to be watered more than once a week, and some only every other. 
Bonus: some plants, like Pathos, love to dry out and then grow 
exponentially when you give them a good shower. The soil tester 
has helped me curb my obsessive watering habits, and my plants 
have never been happier or healthier.

If you’re looking for plants on the cheap, I’ve found that the best 
places to buy are Home Depot, IKEA, and Lowes— there’s always 
a “rejected” section of plants that look a little under the weather, 
but most of the time, all they need is a little bit of light, water, and 
love. I’ve gotten $50 plants for $3 in this way, and they take a few 
weeks to recover, but in the end I find it all the more satisfying 
because I feel that I’m rescuing sad plants in need… and saving 
money at the same time! Pots can also be expensive, and I find 
the best deals are at wholesale florists where they’re getting rid of 
mass inventory for just a dollar or two (in Denver, I go to Lehrer’s 
Flowers). Don’t like the colors available? A coat or two of spray 
paint will easily do the trick!

An absolutely amazing way to get free plants, and also create your 
own little plant community, is to propagate your own babies from 
cuttings, either from plants you already have in your house, or you 
can trade with friends. I had NO idea how easy it is to propagate 
most plants in water. You simply cut them at a “node” so a root 
has a spot to grow from and place them in water until you start 
to see roots form. When there is a decent root sprouting, you’ll 
dip it into a rooting powder (I use TakeRoot by Garden Safe… a 
couple of dollars at Lowe’s) and plant right into the soil. I created 
my own “propagation station” with these glass bottles and string 
from Michaels for only a few bucks, and it gives me a cute artsy 
spot to put my cuttings while they sprout. You can also use an old 
recycled jar or bottle, as long as it’s clear glass… just make sure the 
plant isn’t fully emerged, you only want the root end in water. You’ll 
see the roots begin to grow, day by day! 

You can also (AND THIS IS SO EASY) take fallen bits from pretty 
much any kind of succulent and place them on top of dirt, and in 
a few weeks they’ll begin to take root. Don’t pour water on them, 
because they’ll begin to rot, but instead spritz with a water bottle 
once a week until they establish themselves. If you’re having 
issues with your plants, you can download the app “Picture This” 
to not only identify unknown species, but also diagnose dying 
leaves, drooping, or funky brown spots. It’s been a complete plant 
lifesaver, and it’s free as long as you’re fine with ads.

I had several successful cannabis grows in the past (my pride and 
joy!), but it’s been really exciting for me to learn how to grow other 
indoor plants to keep myself busy and rejuvenate my space. I’m 
to the point now that I no longer need to buy any plants at all, and 
can completely propagate from the collection I have. A cute little 
plant in an adorable pot also makes an amazing house warming, 
birthday, or Christmas gift. I’m already over winter and can’t wait 
for it to warm up again so I can get my vegetable garden on… but 
until then, this will do! 

by Heidi Keyes

Puff Pass & Ponder
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How to become 
a quarantine plant lady 

without breaking your bank
(or man)

I brought my plant skills indoors and started my 
very own indoor jungle, which along with weed, 
has helped keep me at least moderately sane 
through this weird weird time.“



Written by @home_grown_az
Photos by @OnASundayAfternoon
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To a lot of people, the holiday season is about family friends & 
traditions. Getting to see family you haven’t seen since last year, 
eating more food then you can handle, laughing and just enjoying 
the spirit of the season. But to some people, the holidays aren’t 
much to celebrate. This year, more than ever, it was important we 
came together to help the ones that need it the most. 2020 has 
been the farthest thing from normal. With more jobs being lost 
then ever before. People's whole way of life was being destroyed. 
And a lot of people, family members and friends are even losing 
their life to this pandemic. The Cannabis Cactus, Home Grown & 
Mama Juana couldn’t just sit back and do nothing for a community 
we love and cherish so much. We are thankful to everyone that 
helped make this possible.

Rep it Sports was the first organization to say “we will help” and 
gracefully donated 10 fully decorated trees. Founded 4 years ago 
by Greg Luevano & Adela Guerra Glendale Arizona natives, Rep it 
Sports is a youth organization that works with youth ages 5 to 13. 
With scholarships, love and care for our community's youth, Rep 
it Sports gets all the kids eligible to play. Register your kids today. 
“Since 2017, I started Rep it Sports to give the kids and families 
in the heart of Glendale an opportunity to join a sport. At the time, 
Glendale had taken all the youth sport programs away from these 
kids. So I wanted to start a youth sports league so these kids had 
something to turn to instead of the streets or gangs and drugs.” - 
Greg, Founder of Rep it Sports.

Then it was up to Cactus Cares to do the rest. With its network, 
Homie toe, Mikey, Kevin, Top NoTc, Adrian and Stephanie took 
to the internet - securing amazing sponsorships from local 
businesses including Grow Sciences, Nectar Farms, Exotic Pop 
AZ, and @smokeeeJ.

Cactus Cares was able to help provide 10 families, from a mother 
with an only child to a mother with 5 kids. They received four 
to five toys each with things like sewing machines, Barbie dolls, 
footballs, basketballs, remote control cars and helicopters, Play 
Doh, Lego sets and things like wrapping paper, tape and even 
stocking stuffers.

With leadership, accountability and dedication, Cactus Cares is 
ready to make the community a priority. With the team that’s been 
assembled to head up 2021, cannabis entertainment or just the 
general public community is in great hands.

“We got to be a part of 
something so amazing.”

“To see family in true need, crying, 
saying thank you just thank you. 

There's not a better feeling in 
your heart then being a part 
of that.” - Top Notc

“It makes me feel that I suddenly 
serve a greater purpose than myself. 
I'm so happy knowing Cactus Cares is now a 
department within our monthly publication. I 

love that we call it Cactus Cares. I love the 
feeling of placing the donations with families full 

circle. I prayed for this type of community interaction and I'm 
so happy to see it happening under our cannabis community 
umbrella.” - Mike, Owner of The Cannabis Cactus

“I give back because I like 
to show the world there are 
people who still care to give a 
little extra love.” - Stephanie

“For me, Giving back means a lot!! I never really 
understood why or what it did for people exactly. Not 
the giver nor the recipient, until Christmas 2018! I 
could not provide for my kids due to my cancer fight 
in full force, down and out clinging onto life. My 
kids’ Christmas wishes were COMPLETELY filled by 

a stranger, someone sponsored my kids. They 
provided my kids with every wish they had written 
down on some paper. Not knowing where 

I was going to end up in the months to 
follow... LIFE CHANGING! For 
me, giving back means helping 
in any way possible, physically, 

emotionally, spiritually, 
materialistic items 
or whatever it is you 
personally have to offer. 
No matter where we are 
in life, we are all able to 
give back to one another.” 

- Kevin Vontesmar 49#cannabiscactus
cannabiscactus.com
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Mac 1 is a staple in the cannabis community and a very popular strain this 
Mac 1 did not lack any bit of  the profile it is well known for. The smell 

was exactly as expected - earthy rubber with hints of  gas that both 
blended very well once I dropped the glob in the banger. Taking 
a nice glob of  this saucy sugar wax at about 550 degrees, the 
terps immediately tickled my throat making me cough quite a 
bit. But while I was coughing, I could feel the effects just smack 
me behind the forehead and settle throughout my body. A nice 

physically relaxing but not sedative buzz that made for a great 
midday use definitely helped get the creative juices flowing and was 

able to still get some writing done. Great go to for anytime of  the day or 
any tasks at hand, MAC 1 will definitely help you relax, take your time and 

get things done right. By Arturo Delgado - @tookkie_terpenestein.

Although I cannot say I was impressed with this 
strain, I will say I don’t have any complaints. 

The profile was definitely there. Cracking the 
lid, I was hit with a sweet citrus smell with hints of  gas. 

This also came through in the flavor department very 
well so consuming it was actually pretty good. So I 
guess the flower was good and just lacked effects 
for me with the batch testing at 27.26% THC and 
THCa of  33.62% it really did not hit hard and 
I did end up smoking the 8th pretty quickly. So 
although the bud was tasty and lacked effects we 
are all different and not all strains work the same 
for everyone, so next time you see Lemon OG by 

DNA Genetics on the shelf  I’d say its worth a try. 
By Arturo Delgado - @tookkie_terpenestein.

My second scoop of  DNA was actually quite impressive. Testing at 17.02% THC 
and a total THCa of  20.03% this 4 Prophets was still pretty potent and effective. 
Cracking the lid on this prepacked 8th, a strong smell of  garlic with a touch of  gas 
immediately tickled my nose and made my mouth water. Upon breaking these buds 
by hand, the smell only intensified. I went ahead and packed a slide full and ripped a 
fresh bong. The smoke was smooth and the flavor matched the scent perfectly. After 
snapping this bowl full, the effects were immediately felt in my eyes with a warm 
relaxing feeling throughout the rest of  my body. After another bong, I was ready for 
bed. I must say if  you see 4 prophets, you should definitely try it, especially if  you like 
some good ol garlic and gas. By Arturo Delgado - @tookkie_terpenestein.

The golden shine and terpene flood on the top of  the live resin 
was a preview to the upcoming amazing dab. Hot, cold, or in a 
pen I was blown away by the smell and taste of  this extract. I 

had everything from the fuel taste associated with glue strains on 
some hits, to others that carried the cookie lineage. The steady 
effects kept me glued to a couch while laughing and exploring 
Netflix. By Adrian Ryan - @drogado_del_gato.

Strong and stable, this strain brings on the mental chill 
like a strong indica should. Aeriz has been showing 
constant improvement as they cultivate new genetics 
in their state of  the art aeroponic facility. Gorilla 
Cookies is a newer hybrid that is bred by Elev8 Seeds 

from Thin Mint Cookies x Gorilla Glue #4. These 
prepacked 1/8th’s are head bangers for the lowest price 

in town. We love the price point on these Aeriz products 
compared to the quality lately! Find them always at 
Marigold Dispensary, which is the official home of  Aeriz. 

By Michael Cassini - @EditorInCheef.

Man oh man!! I have to start off  by saying I am more than impressed with this 
strain in concentrate form. Me being more of  a dabber, this option hit the nail 
on the head in every category. Upon opening the jar, the smell from this wet 
terpy sugar immediately creeps up your nose. Sweet gas with hints of  garlic 
made my mouth water. I mean, who doesn’t like something sweet with a little 
spice and this one was definitely both. Immediately upon inhalation, I tasted 
sweet gassy candy with a hint of  garlic that became stronger on the exhale. 
This was a very tasty dab. The effects were strong and a bit sedative, and 
after a dab, I didn’t want to do much besides eat and watch TV. So I would 
say this is an excellent strain to relax with, enjoy a movie and build an 

appetite. By Arturo Delgado - @tookkie_terpenestein.

MAC 1 | Sugar Wax
Aeriz | Marigold Dispensary

Lemon OG | Flower
DNA Genetics | Sol Flower

4 Prophets | Flower
DNA Genetics | Sol Flower

Gorilla Cookies | Live Resin
Aeriz | Marigold Dispensary

Gorilla Cookies | ⅛ Pre-Packaged
Aeriz | Marigold Dispensary

Gorilla Butter | Sugar Wax
Aeriz | Nirvana Center

Perfect for a quick treat and a daytime THC dose. 15 milligrams is 
just enough to make you smile and this cute lollipop is a great choice 
for discreetly medicating on the go. Cannabliss has been introducing 
a bevy of  mouthwatering products to store shelves this past year and 
has quickly become one of  our favorites because of  products like the 
infused hot sauce. By Michael Cassini - @EditorInCheef.

Flower Pop | THC Edible 15mg
Canna Confections | Green Halo Dispensary
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My favorite part of  the Aeriz lineup is how the quality will 
sometimes surprise you beyond belief. The flowers and wax are 
always good quality but sometimes for the same price you will 
get something very special. In this case, the Gorilla Butter 

was a 5-star hammerlock for me. This means guaranteed 
winner. The nugs of  flowers are beautifully trimmed and 
sticky to the touch. The taste is phenomenal and the high is 

particularly heady. The genetics come from Fresh Coast 
Seed Co. and this crew does not play with anything except 
fire. Enjoy. By Michael Cassini - @EditorInCheef.

Gorilla Butter | ⅛ Pre-Packaged
Aeriz | Oasis Dispensary



Indica dominant hybrid, typically found with high THC 
concentrations. Do not confuse this for SFV OG, which is sativa 
dominant. This is a wonderful evening or after work flower 
that contains a powerful mind and body high. I found myself  

relaxed in my chair, zoning out. Earthy flavors hold true in 
this one from start to finish. Good weed, Good people, 

Good times is how they roll! By Kevin Vontesmar - 
@MyRSOjourney.

A very fruity sativa dominant hybrid, originally coming from 
Mz Jill working with TGA Subcool. (RIP Subcool, passed in 
February 2020) Jilly Bean is created from crossing Space 
Queen with Orange Velvet leaving you a very distinctive 
taste. To me very bitter, yet sweet with heavy citrus 
accents. Great daytime Mohave strain, can usually be 
found at any Debbies location. By Kevin Vontesmar 
- @MyRSOjourney.

Money Bush is known as a growers dream because it’s 
resilient, easy to grow and gives nice yields. It means a 
lot to consumers that Nature’s Medicine is offering great 
quality, budget strains. Money Bush may not be the most 
potent flower on the shelf, but at 16% THC, this strain is 
packed with a nice terpene profile and a solid high. It’s 
also very hard to beat a nice fresh flower at $69 for ½ 
oz. I was most pleased with the cure and the quality of  
freshness in this jar. I smoked on these nugs for a whole 
week and they never became dry or dusty. This is a 
sign of  good harvest rotation/inventory turnover from 
Nature’s Medicine. They are growing and curing flowers 
as close to the time of  retail purchase as possible. I will be 
buying off  this shelf  again and I suggest you check it out 
as well. By Michael Cassini - @EditorInCheef.

2021 just may be the Year of  The Solventless with all these new options 
hitting the shelves, but you definitely need to be on the lookout for this 
Modified Bananas by Shango. The smell was very sweet, but more like 
candy instead of  banana with piney undertones like an OG and just a hint 
of  garlic, this solventless treat was definitely a delight. The flavor was 
absolutely amazing with each scent coming in even stronger and lingering 
on the tastebuds well after the exhale. Immediately after the exhale, and 
smacking my lips still tasting those amazing terps, I felt my eyes drop and 
body relax, I was ready for a movie and some snacks. The effects were strong, 
more relaxing but not over sedative. A great strain to wind down, relax and 
enjoy a night in. By Arturo Delgado - @tookkie_terpenestein.

I’m on a mission to write a kick-ass song about Shango. Alien Cookies 
has been my favorite strain this month because it gets me freaking 
frakking medicated. Like, I’m riding space ships y’all. This beauty 

crossed a classic GSC with Alien Dawg (Chem Dawg x Alien 
Technology). Mainly the patient can expect to feel relaxed, happy 
and euphoric. I really dig this strain for the classic cookie taste, 

paired with the Chem Dawg undertones. I’d recommend this 
for mid day to evening time consumption. By Art Vandelay.

The Superior definitely has the hash and it’s been a hit every time. This Lemon 
ATF Hash Rosin was called their slapple sauce due to the saucy sappy consistency 
and although it was a tad bit difficult to work with, it was a hit in every department. 

From the looks to the flavor everything was on point. Cracking the lid, I was 
immediately hit in the face with a sweet citrus smell that was more like a tangerine. 

Taking a nice glob about a quarter of  a gram at 590 degrees was perfection. The 
melt was clean, the flavor became even stronger and the effects were a perfect balance 
of  relaxing and uplifting making me want to chill out on the couch and watch some 
Discovery Channel. By Arturo Delgado - @tookkie_terpenestein.

Valley OG | ⅛ Pre-Packaged
Mohave Cannabis | Debbie’s Dispensary

Jilly Bean | ⅛ Pre-Packaged
Mohave Cannabis | Debbie’s Dispensary

Money Bush | ½ oz Flower
Nature’s Medicines | Nature’s Medicines

Modified Banana | Rosin
Shango Cannabis | New for 2021

Alien Cookies | ⅛ Pre-Packaged
Shango Cannabis | Arizona Cannabis Society

Lemon ATF | Hash Rosin
Superior | The Superior Dispensary

Some great things are going to be coming in 2021. One of  them being this Alien 
Cookies Live Hash Rosin by Shango Cannabis. If  you’re a fan of  solventless 
concentrates, then I would definitely be on the lookout because this solventless option 
by Shango is absolutely phenomenal. The smell was sweet like a vanilla mixed with 
berries with a bit of  earth and a hint of  gas. A very unique profile that came though 
even more on the flavor. Taking a nice low temp dab at about an even 500 degrees, the 
terps were absolutely killer on this. Almost exactly like it smelled. Sweet creamy with 
the earth and gas becoming stronger on the exhale, this option also did not lack effects. 
As soon as it entered my lungs, I could feel the uplifting cerebral high that it brought 

before settling about halfway through the buzz into a more sedative couch lock feeling 
that gave me the munchies. A perfect strain for after work to help you get comfortable and 

relax and get ready for dinner. By Arturo Delgado - @tookkie_terpenestein.

Alien Cookies | Rosin
Shango Cannabis | New for 2021
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Remember in high school, when your buddy pulled 
out and opened the smelliest dank you’ve ever 
smelt? ‘Member?? That’s how I feel about Mohave 
Cannabis flower, especially this Gelato Cake. 
A fine mix of  Wedding Cake (also called Pink 
Cookies, a phenotype of  Triangle Mints) and 
Gelato 33. This indica dominant hybrid has the 
effects of  making me happy. Helps most with 
stress and anxiety. The Gelato undertones pair 
well, creating a smooth balanced smoke ranging in 
a mixture of  fan favorite flavors. By Art Vandelay.

Wedding Cake x Gelato | ⅛ Pre-Packaged
Mohave Cannabis | Debbie’s Dispensary



Good ol GMO, it's hard to hate that garlic funk that just reeks so good. GSC the sweet earthy 
girl that everyone just seems to love. I would have to say, these two strains are usually a hit and 
although they have been around for quite a bit now, always seem to be enjoyed by newcomers and 
connoisseurs alike. The man @hashmanjohn over at Superior squished these two girls together 
to create this beautiful solventless budder. Sorry Girl Scout but GMO definitely came through 
strong on this one. With absolutely no hints of  GSC in the smell or flavor, I did not mind the 

garlic on this at all, very tasty. One dab of  this and my back pain vanished, 
euphoria set in along with some relaxation and hunger. A perfect 

strain for after work to help relax and build an appetite for a 
nice dinner. By Arturo Delgado - @tookkie_terpenestein.

Man oh man! Superior really outdid themselves with this 
hashish. Priced at 80 dollars a gram, this is definitely more of  
a connoisseur’s choice. If  you have never tried full melt hash, I 
highly suggest you give it a try at least once. As soon as I opened 
the lid, I was hit with a strong earthy rubber smell with hints of  gas 
and just a dash of  citrus. After scooping a piece onto a parchment 
paper and pressing it into a “flag” I was ready for a dab. Heating 
my banger then letting it cool to about 450 degrees melted this 
dab perfectly. Not burning it and leaving a very clean residual. The 
flavor on this was the same as it smelled except a bit heavier on the 
gas with absolutely no citrus, this still made for a very tasty dab. The 
effects were strong and relaxing for the body but uplifting in the mind, 
a great strain to help you relax but stay focused on any tasks the day may 
bring. By Arturo Delgado - @tookkie_terpenestein.

WTF is back in my lineup with these canary yellow gemstones. Like a necklace off  the 
shelf  at Tiffany’s, these diamonds are literally and figuratively breathtaking. Rather than 

being reintroduced to a sauce, these diamonds contain both THCa and Terpenes 
within the stone. Each strain will crash out differently, trapping more or less 
terpenes within the new stones. Chem Dawg is a well known hybrid strain 
that sticks out in my head for its intense sativa effects. In my experience, these 
Sativa dominant strains make great diamonds and tend to naturally crash 
out (transform) from sugar wax into bold gemstones almost on their own. 
Though Chem Dawg origins are debatable, this strain is known as a head 
changer and can be intense for new users. The terpenes make the “high” 
more desirable than a pure THCa diamond and they are also beautiful. This 
is smoking in the lap of  luxury. Thank you @rastaroots710 for curating 
these beautiful gemstones. By Michael Cassini - @EditorInCheef.

GMO x GSC Live Hash Rosin
Superior | The Superior Dispensary

MAC | Full Melt Hash
Superior | The Superior Dispensary

Chem Dawg | Canary Diamonds
WTF | The Mint Dispensary

So I must say that I was quite impressed with these Live Resin 
Diamonds from WTF. I am usually not a fan of  raw diamonds 
or diamonds with minimal sauce like these had. I’m not a 
fan just because THC alone just doesn’t quite do it for me. 
Cracking the lid, there was a pleasant slightly sweet scent 
and digging in, these diamonds had a great structure… nice 
and big. The flavor was kind of  what I expected, not really 
there at all. If  you have ever dabbed a raw diamond, you know 
they have a particular flavor that’s not unpleasant at all but not 
really a good flavor either, hence the reason most diamonds on the 

market are in HTE sauce. I must say, I was really impressed 
with the effects. Usually after a dab of  diamonds, unless really 

terpy, the effects just don’t last long at all, but these diamonds 
here definitely came in smacked me hard and took a while to 

leave. After one dab I felt my eyes drop, shoulders relax and 
munchies kick in. By Arturo Delgado - @tookkie_terpenestein.

A true flashback strain with 
everything I remember loving about 
this strain coming back to me from 
when I first tried it over a decade 
ago. The heavy fuel wafts to my 
nose, and is just as strong when 
I taste it on the exhale. Flavors 
of  sour candy precede intense 
euphoria with an almost dizzy 
amount of  cerebral high. I am 
creative, happy, and motivated 
in anything I face for my day. 
A big kudos to the Farm 
Fresh team on this Sour 
Diesel. By Adrian Ryan - 
@drogado_del_gato.

Chocolate Marshmallows | Live Resin Diamonds
WTF | The Mint Dispensary

Sour Diesel | Flower
Farm Fresh | Oasis Dispensary
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The story was this cut of  Lemon Skunk 
was gone, but a recent visit to Farm 

Fresh proved that incorrect. I am not 
the biggest fan of  Lemon or Skunk 

strains but there is something 
special to this cut. The lemon is 
almost as potent as the skunk 

for the taste and smell. The 
smoke will lift you out 
of  any funk or motivate 
you to finish that Netflix 
series you found. I find 
myself  comfortable while 
coming down after with 
no crash or headache that 
I’ll get from some sativa 
strains. By Adrian Ryan 
- @drogado_del_gato.

A very strong, sweet creamy scent with slight hints 
of  gas. The nugs were nice with a good structure, 
not dense but not very fluffy - just right. Dressed in 
trichomes and orange pistils, these beautiful nugs 
were soft and broke down very well. The smell 
only became stronger with the strawberries 
becoming even more noticeable. Smoking this 
through several methods of  consumption, 
the flavor matched the smell even when 
I rolled it up in a Backwood. I definitely 
recommend you give this a try, especially 
if  you enjoy something sweet. By Arturo 
Delgado - @tookkie_terpenestein.

This new strain crosses Member 
Berries x Pink Grapefruit and 
it has hit store shelves in AZ 
pretty quickly this year. Upon 
first impression, this is an ultra 
potent strain. I enjoyed it out of  

the bong, one puff  at a time. 
I would like to recommend 
to packagers that they make 
a priority of  freshness on 
retail shelves. By Michael 
Cassini - @EditorInCheef.

Lemon Skunk | Flower
Farm Fresh | Oasis Dispensary

Florida Strawberries | ⅛ Pre-Packaged
AZ Nectar Farms | Territory Dispensary

Grape Diamonds | 1/8th Flower
The Vault | The Mint Dispensary



By Jordyn Yates, the creator of the Gas Pass & 
the award winning Hippy Chronicles Podcast.
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Does anyone else feel like no matter what you do, you just can't escape 
this Gelato craze? It seems like everywhere I go it's Gelato this Gelato 
that. Now I'm not hating on Gelato one bit, I've actually smoked some 
pretty fire Gelato or Gelato crosses during this craze. I was fortunate to 
get blessed by TruMed as they blessed me with the ultimate variety box. 
One strain that really impressed me was the Cold Snap #9 by Wyeast 
Farms. Sooo, let's talk about it!

What do you get when you cross Biscotti and The Menthol? Well, I'll tell 
you! From this beautiful cross comes some of the frostiest buds my eyes 
have ever seen. The structure was flawless and they were super chunky, 
they definitely ate good before the winter. They were healthy, I'm talking 
Lebron James healthy as the greens were nice and vibrant. I could not 
help but notice her beautiful purple freckles that helped her stand out 
like a sore thumb.

As she lied there snuggled in her bag, she gave off a light floral smell with 
a slight hint of mint. When you broke her down, she let out a beautiful 
sweet and sour aroma. All of a sudden, I was blasted in the nose by the 
sharp and tingly scent of raw unfiltered gas. The moment that flame hits, 
you instantly taste the Gelato. Even though it was dull, it was noticeable. 
What really impressed me was the mixture of mint and cream. That was 
new for me, for I have never experienced those combinations of flavors 
before. After about midway, the creaminess intensified but that was it. 
High wise, this ish had me on the moon eating spearmint leaves. If you 
see it on the shelves, consider snagging, you'll thank me later.

Cold Snap #9 (Biscotti x The Menthol)
bred by Wyeast Farms

I could not 
help but notice 
her beautiful 
purple freckles 
that helped her 
stand out like a 
sore thumb.

“
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BY SHANE STANFORD

Hey, did you catch The Oscar’s, Emmy's, Grammy's? LOL Me 
either, but what I did catch and will try to catch every year is in my 
opinion one of the dopest award shows around. I have been in the 
cannabis industry for…. well I’m not going to date myself but let’s 
say for quite some time now and I’ve been to and even won some 
awards at cannabis award shows around the U.S. They all definitely 
have their own style and twist to them. The one thing they all have 
in common is the best bud categories, but the bud pretty much 
stops there. Some award shows focus on the medical side, some 
focus on the recreational side,  some focus on clout and hype, 
while some, well, they knock it out of the park and realize there is 
more to cannabis than just cannabis. Yeah, I said it. The cannabis 
world is filled with not just growers and smokers but athletes, 
musicians, artists, activists, influencers, and much more. That’s 
where this particular cannabis award show caught my attention.

On a trip to Las Vegas, Nevada for a cannabis business trip, I 
happened to run into a cool guy. We got to chatting and next thing 
I know I’m on the special guest list for a local cannabis award 
show. This wasn’t a typical award show. It was filled with nugs, 
music, amazing personalities, and tons of awards! I had to reach 
back out and pick his brain a little to share with you. So fire up a 
fat blunt or bowl and check out what he had to say and learn how 
you can join the fun.

Let's get the basics out real quick... 
What’s your name and what do you do?
My name is Sheldon Cooper. The founder of the Las Vegas 
Cannabis Awards. 

Who have been some of the most memorable 
guests and or nominees? What did they win?
Some of the most memorable guests we have had range from 
Afroman, Ron Jeremy, Kmk, Alkaholiks, The Dove Shack. So a 
wide variety of people join us. It truly shows cannabis unites. To 
answer the second part, well we have a lot of special guests, some 
are nominees others are guests of honor. So not all walk out with 
awards. But all have a great time!

As with any event or company I bet you have 
fans and haters. What's been the coolest 
thing a fan of the event has done? 
It's always great seeing fans or nominees. The coolest thing a 
fan has done was make all the t-shirts and bags for the awards. 
This was incredible to see. Mas Vegas volunteered all his time and 
money for this project. 

What's the craziest thing 
a hater has done or said? 
We have seen it all. The craziest thing I've seen is companies try 
to bribe us to win awards. Our goal isn't to receive money but 
to honor everyone that has made a difference in the cannabis 
community.

Any plans of taking this 
award show to other states? 
Yes, currently we are in Las Vegas and just expanded to California. 
So stay tuned, your state may be next. There is great herb, music, 
and people all over!

When is the next award show?
Las Vegas Cannabis Awards 7-10-21. Catch you all there.

Anything else you'd like to add?
It's great to see how much the cannabis industry has grown in the 
last few years, especially after this last election. It's not just about 
winning or getting a trophy, it's about unity, health, and peace. It's 
truly amazing seeing the cannabis community get together!

What type of categories and awards 
are at the Las Vegas Cannabis Awards?
We have over 100 different awards. Some of the awards are your 
standard ones like Best Indica, Sativa, Hybrid, CBD Flower, Best 
Vape, Best Edible, and Best Drink in Las Vegas. Of course, these 
particular categories are for state residents due to law, but we 
have tons of other categories for people from all over the U.S.A.

What's the biggest category? 
Best Dispensary in Las Vegas received the most votes. 

What’s the most honorable award?
Cannabis Activist Of The Year

What made you start and want 
to run a Cannabis Award Show?
There was a need and a want. In Las Vegas, we wanted to show 
recognition and honor companies and individuals that have made 
a difference in the cannabis community, not only in Las Vegas but 
nationwide. So naturally, we knew it was time to start the 1st Las 
Vegas Cannabis Awards.

Oh and of course if someone wanted to enter 
or nominate someone else, how would they do 
so and do they have to be a Nevada resident?
Nominations are easy. All you need to do is submit 
name or company name to our Instagram or email  
Lasvegascannabisawardsofficial@gmail.com. You can also scope 
the website lasvegascannabisawardsofficial.com for more info 
and links. Individuals don't need to be Nevada residents and out 
of state companies are allowed to be a part of the event as well. 
We also have a couple categories that solely focus on out of state 
categories.

What's your favorite category? 
Best Cannabis Musician In Las Vegas

What award will I win? Just kidding 
Cannabis Male Entrepreneur Of The Year 

Recommended Listening: Parallel 4 by Four Tet58 S e a s o n  0 4
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Nugs &
Personalities & 
Awards, Oh My!!!

So, you plan on catching the Omar’s, The Emma’s, and The 
Grandy's? Wait, that’s not what they’re called or is it? I don’t know 
and don’t care. LOL. Sorry all I’m thinking about is the Las Vegas 
Cannabis Awards.  Aren’t you? It is finally nice to have something 
that is for us, fair, and over all so much fun! You know this is so us. 
So much that Cannabis Cactus won 2020 Publication of the Year. 
So make sure you stay tuned to The Las Vegas Cannabis Awards 
page, The Cannabis Cactus page, and my page. You never know 
maybe you could be at the next award event.
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Holy smokes, this Egyptian knows how to dance. Can’t wait for this new line 
up from Shango to hit stores. Alien Pharaoh pairs two heavy hitting indica 
hybrids. Find out what it means to be Egyptian in the modern world. - 
Mike Cassini

Alien Pharaoh is what I would consider a beginner “exotic”strain. The 
aromas it gives off reminds me of those that Blue Dream poses. 
Flavor wise you get that blue dream essence with subtle hints of 
cream. The slow creeping high was perfect for the duration of 
the blunt. It was not until I was finished that those stones hit 
and the couch lock was real. Only negative is that for the 
price point it will be offered at, it could have tended for a 
little better. - Jordyn Yates

Dense, frosty, and a beautiful lime green would 
describe this nug. A smell like yellow mustard and 
candy are very potent with flavors that are shockingly 
sweet. Breaking this bud up in a grinder left me 
smiling as it filled it to the top. Effects left me 
spacy, laughing, and looking for a snack while 
feeling good. - Adrian Ryan

I’m sure we all know cannabis use goes 
back thousands of years. Ancient 
Egyptians called it shemshemet and 
was used for fiber and textile but it’s 
also thought that the more psychoactive 
components may have been used 
medicinally. With the sweet smell of candy, 
a bit of spice and an absolutely beautiful 
frosty structure you can definitely tell that this 
treasure was well taken care of. Although this 
is an indica dominant strain, the smell reminded 
me of a Blue Dream as did the effects being more 
of an uplifting clear high. A couple bowls of this in 
the morning and I was ready for breakfast and to start 
my day. Great strain all around, absolutely no complaints. 
From cracking the lid to cashing the bowl, it was an all around 
pleasant experience. Definitely a must try. - Arturo Delgado
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AZ Lab 
DIRECTORY

ALL GREENS dispensary
SUN CITY, AZ 85351 
(623) 214-0801

ARIZONA CANNABIS SOCIETY 
EL MIRAGE, AZ 85335
(888) 249-2927

Arizona mmj trading co 
COOLIDGE, AZ 85128 
(520) 723-7710

Arizona NATURAL REMEDIES
PHOENIX, AZ 85027 
(623) 582-0436

ARIZONA ORGANIX 
GLENDALE, AZ 85301 
(623) 937-2752

AZ Natural Selections
MESA, AZ 85204 
(480) 272-9888

PEORIA, AZ 85345 
(623) 878-5954

SCOTTSDALE, AZ 85260 
(480) 575-1245

bloom dispensaries
AMERICAN ORACLE, AZ 85623 
(520) 576-6088

PHOENIX, AZ 85034 
(602) 396-5757

SEDONA, AZ 86336 
(520) 293-3315

TUCSON, AZ 85705 
(520) 293-3315

BOTANICA Dispensary
TUCSON, AZ 85741 
(520) 395-0230

Cave Creek cannabis
CAVE CREEK, AZ 85331 
(480) 488-2979

CuraLeaf
PHOENIX, AZ 85012 
(602) 466-1087 

PHOENIX, AZ 85014 
(602) 354-3094 

PHOENIX, AZ 85040 
(480) 739-0366 

PHOENIX, AZ 85023 
(602) 388-4400 

YOUNGTOWN, AZ 85363 
(623) 444-5977 

Debbies Dispensary
Bullhead City, AZ 86442
(833) 332-2437 

PEORIA, AZ 85382 
(833) 332-2437

PHOENIX, AZ 85027 
(623) 233-5133

desert bloom re-leaf center
TUCSON, AZ 85710 
(520) 886-1760

Desert Rose
PHOENIX, AZ 85085 
(623) 516-7881

THE DOWNTOWN DISPENSARY 
TUCSON, AZ 85705 
(520) 838-0492

THE GIVING TREE WELLNESS 
MESA, AZ 85204 
(480) 272-9888

PHOENIX, AZ 85027 
(623) 242-9080

tHE GOOD DISPENSARY
MESA, AZ 85202 
(480) 900-8042

THE GREEN HALO 
TUCSON, AZ 85756 
(520) 664-2251

The Green House 
GLENDALE, AZ 85308 
(623) 385-1310

The Holistic Center
PHOENIX, AZ 85024 
(602) 842-5790

THE MEDICINE ROOM 
WINSLOW, AZ 86047 
(928) 852-4169

The Mint Dispensary
GUADALUPE, AZ 85283 
(480) 749-6468

tHE pHOENIX dISPENSARY
TOLLESON, AZ 85353 
(480) 420-0377

the prime leaf
TUCSON, AZ 85712 
(520) 447-7463

TOTAL ACCOUNTABILITY 
PATIENT CARE 

BENSON, AZ 85602 
(520) 586-8710

trubliss organics
MESA, AZ 85212 
(480) 325-5000

TRUMED 
PHOENIX, AZ 85008 
(602) 275-1279

Untamed herbs
PAYSON, AZ 85541 
(928)474-2420

URBAN GREENHOUSE 
PHOENIX, AZ 85017 
(480) 361-0078

VALLEY OF THE SUN 
GOODYEAR, AZ 85338 
(623) 932-3859

WHITE MOUNTAIN 
HEALTH CENTER INC 

SUN CITY, AZ 85351 
(623) 374-4141

WICKENBURG ALT MEDICINE 
EL MIRAGE, AZ 85335 
(623) 478-2233

xtra laboratories 
TEMPE, AZ 85281
(480) 968-6569

Yilo superstore
PHOENIX AZ 85032 
(602) 539-2828

HIGH MOUNTAIN HEALTH 
FLAGSTAFF AZ 86001 
(928) 774-5467

JAMESTOWN CENTER 
YUMA, AZ 85365 
(928) 344-1735

JARS Cannabis
PHOENIX, AZ 85051 
(602) 870-8700 

NEW RIVER, AZ 85087
(623) 936-9333

KIND MEDS INC 
MESA, AZ 85210 
(480) 686-9302

KOMPO
TAYLOR, AZ 85939 
(928) 536-5151

LEAF LIFE dispensary 
CASA GRANDE, AZ 85122 
(520) 350-9880

Level Up Dispensary
SCOTTSDALE, AZ 85260 
(480) 420-3300

TEMPE, AZ 85281
(480) 664-2017

Local joint
PHOENIX, AZ 85034 
(602) 437-1645

MMJ APOTHECARY 
WICKENBURG, AZ 85390 
(928) 684-8880

Mohave green dispensary
MOHAVE VALLEY, AZ 86440 
(928) 768-4665

Monarch Wellness
SCOTTSDALE, AZ 85258 
(480) 991-3752

muv dispensary
PHOENIX, AZ 85022
(602) 358-8771

NATURAL REMEDY PATIENT ctr. 
SAFFORD, AZ 85546 
(928) 432-6959

Nature MEd
TUCSON, AZ 85743 
(520) 620-9123

Nature’s Medicines
FOUNTAIN HILLS, AZ 85268 
(480) 400-2000

PHOENIX, AZ 85009 
(480) 400-2222

NATURE’S WONDER 
APACHE JUNCTION, AZ 85120 
(480) 982-1529

Nirvana Center
APACHE JUNCTION, AZ 85120 
(602) 354-3630

PHOENIX, AZ 85009 
(602) 730-3236

PRESCOTT VALLEY, AZ 
(928) 227-2441

TEMPE, AZ 
(480) 378-6917To
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Nova Dispensary
MESA, AZ 85202 
(480) 912-4444

oASIS dISPENSARy
CHANDLER, AZ, 85248 
(602) 903-3665

CHANDLER, AZ, 85226 
(480) 626-7333

GLENDALE, AZ, 85308 
(623) 295-1788

ORGANICA PATIENT GROUP 
CHINO VALLEY, AZ 86323 
(928) 636-5566

PHOENIX RELIEF CENTER 
PHOENIX, AZ 85041 
(602) 276-3401

PONDEROSA Releaf
PEORIA, AZ 85345 
(623) 877-3934

PURPLE MED healing center 
TUCSON, AZ 85745 
(520) 398-7338

rEEF dISPENSARY
PHOENIX, AZ 85043
(480) 999-4748

QUEEN CREEK, AZ 85142 
(480) 550-9121

Sunny Side Dispensary
PHOENIX, AZ 85009 
(888) 633-7411

The Flower Shop
PHOENIX, AZ 85044 
(480) 350-7624

MESA, AZ 85205 
(480) 500-5054

PHOENIX, AZ 85008 
(602) 812-4695

SUPERIOR dispensarY
PHOENIX, AZ 85043
(602) 926-9100

swc DIspensaries
TEMPE, AZ 85281 
(480) 245-6751

PRESCOTT, AZ 86301
(928) 778-5900

Swell farmacy 
PHOENIX, AZ 85023 
(602) 388-4400

PHOENIX, AZ 85014 
(602) 354-3094

PHOENIX, AZ 
(480) 739-0366

YOUNGTOWN, AZ 85363 
(623) 444-5977

Territory Dispensary
CHANDLER, AZ 85226
(480) 636-8032

MESA, AZ 85212
(480) 307-6880

MESA, AZ 85201
(480) 581-4010

EARTH’S HEALINg 
TUCSON, AZ 85714 
(520) 395-1432

Emerald Dispensaries
GILBERT, AZ 85233 
(480) 361-0078

PHOENIX, AZ 85051
(623) 271-6065

FARM FRESH Dispensary
LAKE HAVASU, AZ 86404 
(928) 733-6339

GREEN MEDICINE 
TUCSON, AZ 85710 
(520) 886-1003

Green Pharms
FLAGSTAFF, AZ 86004 
(928) 522-6337

MESA, AZ 85209 
(480) 410-6705

GREEN HILLS PATIENT CENTER 
SHOW LOW, AZ 85901 
(928) 537-4888

green sky patient center 
SCOTTSDALE, AZ 85260 
(480) 575-1245

Greenhouse of flagstaff
FLAGSTAFF, AZ 86001 
(928) 351-7775

GREENMED INC 
RICO, AZ 85648 
(520) 281-1587

hANA mEDS
KINGMAN, AZ 86409 
(928) 692-0000

SAHUARITA, AZ 85614 
(520) 289-8030

Harvest Dispensaries
AVONDALE, AZ 85323 
(623) 792-5032

GUADALUPE, AZ 85283 
(623) 404-1420

COTTONWOOD, AZ 86326 
(928) 634-5233

LAKE HAVASU, AZ 86403 
(928) 453-9333

SCOTTSDALE, AZ 85260 
(480) 948-3737

TEMPE, AZ 85284 
(480) 777-2100

health for life Dispensaries
MESA, AZ 85207
(480) 400-1170

MESA, AZ 85212 
(480) 888-0247

MESA, AZ 85215
(480) 830-8251

HERBAL WELLNESS CENTER 
PHOENIX, AZ 85019 
(602) 635-3502

Marigold dispensary
PHOENIX, AZ 85021 
(602) 900-4557
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Level One LABS
SCOTTSDALE, AZ 85257 
(480) 604-2267

C4 Labs
SCOTTSDALE, AZ 85260 
(480) 219-6460

Desert Valley
PHOENIX, AZ 85013 
(480) 788-6644

Arizona Analytical 
TUCSON, AZ 85741 
(520) 678-8502

KB Labs
SCOTTSDALE, AZ 85260 
(602) 321-5695

INTER AG
PHOENIX, AZ 85034 
(602) 273-7248

Onpoint Laboratories
SNOWFLAKE, AZ 85937 
(928) 457-0222

Pure LABS
PHOENIX, AZ 85937 
(623) 334-9194

PREMED TESTING
TUCSON, AZ 85741 
(520) 889-2607

Delta Verde
PHOENIX, AZ 85022 
(602) 466-9730
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You may not believe this, even I don’t 
know if what I’m about to show you 
happened…

So, I’m on these dating sites in an 
attempt to find dates with women. I 
want to make it clear that I’m seeking 
women, because often times there 
are wandering transexuals and gay 
men eager to please another as well. 
Not that there’s anything wrong with 
transexuals and gay men, they too are 
amazing individuals. All I can say is it’s 
important to have a detailed idea of 
what I’m about to explain so that your 
mental image is firm and well held. 

I found myself swiping right to women 
I found attractive. It’s worth mentioning 
many women are women, and ready 
to date. A decent percentage of these 
women are in love with food and 
beverage, not the gym and exercise. 
And who can judge them, because 
food and beverages are amazing. So 
I see fit and pretty women coming 
across my digital screen. I swipe 
right which means I’m available and 
ready to mingle. And behold I’ve got a 
few matches. I send a few messages 
and nothing in return. That’s alright - 
rejection is part of this game, as it has 
always been. 

Here’s where things get interesting. 
I find myself matched with a woman 
who I would consider to be out of my 
league. She’s younger than I am. She’s 
hotter then I am. And she’s in better 
shape then I am. So what’s the deal? 
Do I ask - not at all. She inquires about 
how tall I am and we’re off to the races. 
She soon thereafter gives me her 
phone number. I text her and then she 
calls me.

When she says she’s calling I honestly 
cannot believe my luck. This has never 
happened this fast with someone this 
beautiful. But then again, life is strange. 
I answer her call to a sultry voice. 
Maybe a little bit too sultry - smoking 
too many cigs and doing too much 
meth over the years can have that 

effect. But again, I don’t seem to pay 
any attention to a said twenty-seven 
year old sounding more like a forty-two 
year old. She has to get back to work, 
and we part ways after a quick check-
in to make sure I’m at least not from 
India pretending to be from Arizona.

Did I mention she moved fast? Quickly 
there after things got hot and heavy. 
Well, via text message they did. I realize 
she’s from Las Vegas, and currently not 
in Arizona. Not even Tucson for crying 
out loud. She says no worries. She’s 
planning on visiting for the holidays. 
Even better for the both of us because 
I’ll sure be around during those times.

For some reason, friends got involved. 
Not knowingly, just photos of said 
friends. At which point I was asked to 
send out party invites to these friends. 
Oh man, another first. But I went along. 
And so did she. Finally I got hold of one 
friend and asked him if he was up for 
an adventurous evening. He said sure. 
Next thing I know, I’m sending my 
buddy this woman’s number.

From this point on I don’t know what 
happened. I stopped receiving texts 
from texts I’d sent. And my buddy never 
said either way if something happened. 
Now, did I just set my buddy up? One 
way of setting him up was that he was 
a cookie monster and took the cookie 
I was about to munch; another way of 
setting him up is this - I just gave him a 
catfish. What’s a catfish? A type of fish, 
that’s the first thing. But another thing 
is a scammer. A scammer pretending 
to be someone they are not in reality. 
Well, either way, my buddy was given 
something I didn’t have any connection 
to any longer.

Then again, maybe I’ll receive a 
strange incoming text from an out of 
state number. Maybe from Michigan 
this time. And a call from someone 
who sounds like stranger danger. I 
never knew adults could come across 
unmarked vans, luring in grown-ups 
with adult pleasures. Now I know… 

Catfish Caper
by Art Vandelay

ARIZONA RESIDENTS ADVISED TO 
REMAIN INDOORS AFTER 10pm

**WARNING** 

STAY INSIDE AFTER 10PM

**DO NOT ENGAGE**

WITNESS CAITLIN RIGGS

**UPDATE**

**WARNING - THIS IS NOT A TEST**

Covid-19 strikes America

Advisors and health care professionals recommend wearing face masks. Washing 
hands regularly. Keeping a safe distance when in public. Staying indoors after 10pm.

Residents in Phoenix as well as adjacent suburbs such as Mesa, Chandler, Tempe, 
and Glendale are reporting witnessing a figure standing outside their property.

There are also eye witnesses claiming to have seen a hunched figure in crowds outside during 
the day in public places. Something odd about the figure although all witnesses claim at the time 

they felt a sense of calm. No statements have been made identifying the person in question.

**Artist's rendition

I went to the Scottsdale Fashion mall around 2pm on Tuesday, October 
twentieth. I remember it was a cold day. I needed to buy new clothes as well 
as go to Bath and Body Works. I remember walking to the Bath and Body 
and for some reason I stopped and stood fifteen feet or so from the store 
entrance. A kiosk with someone standing still beside the kiosk was in the 
middle of the walking area. The figure was hunched over at the waste as if he 
or she were disabled. The person stood still, he or she didn’t seem to move 
or even breathe. I could not see the person since they were facing the other 
way. I could make out the individual wearing a hoodie, pants, dress shoes, and 
gloves. But the person looked, somehow not like a person. People walking 
towards me didn’t look at the kiosk or the figure standing beside the kiosk. 
Whoever it was would sway towards people as if to touch them when they 
passed. No one else seemed to notice this or even see what I was seeing. I 
decided to turn back the way I came and exit through Macy's. 

Since early November more Arizonans have become infected with the virus than in previous months.

Arizona residents are advised to stay a safe distance and to be aware of the unknown. Do not 
engage this individual. More information is needed at this time. Stay tuned for further updates. 

Intel reports show spikes of infected in Arizona since 2020 May. 
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